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The demonstrators also paid a visit
The case Is known as the Palomas
Senator Burton endeavored to preImmediately after the matter was
At a special! election a bond issue
FOR THE PARCELS POST, to the printing office of the
Land and Cattle company and the presented to the court, attorneys for S. court that Inez Salazar, noted fedvent the Issue of the new currency bearing 4
per cent Interest on
laid, which yesterday published an ar- in denominations of $1 to $2, but an
already has been authorized. Dublin Water and Colonization com- the defense asked for time to con- eral warrior, must give bond for 5000
amendment to that effect was rejected Water will be available for consump- pany vs. Walter D. Hawk, Samuel S. sider the complaint which covers instead of $1000 if he comes back to
Washington, T. C, Dec. 19. Post-- tide criticising the proposed demon44 to 35.
tion by the expenditure of $38,000,000 Holmes, S. Lindauer, Arthur A. Tem-k- aome hundreds of typewritten pages. V. S. soil again, and hopes to enjoy master General Burleson today asked stration. Some stones were thrown,
The hearing is to be resumed this freedom.
the house postofllce committee for an but as all the doors and windows had
and the Northwest Colonization
A final attempt to further strengthand the additional cost is for conimmediate emergency appropriation oi been barricaded, the missiles had no
Herring Admitted.
en the gold reserve requirements of struction of a
plant, the and Improvement company of Chihua- afternoon.
Suits Dismissed.
Upon motion of Assistant U. S. At- - $1,000,000 to operate the parcel post effect.
the bill to guard against undue ex- largest and most valuable municipally-owne- d hua.
waa
of! The damage suit of William E. torney E. C. Wade, Jr., the Assistant until June 30. Of $1,000,000 approLittle damage to property
Mr. Garfield and D. J. Cable,
in the world. This plant will
pansion of the currency was made
system, Mr. done anywhere and nobody was Injur-e- d
by Senator Nelson, who proposed to develop 200,000 horsepower and will Lima, Ohio, are attorneys for the Davenport for $50,000 against the District Attorney John toJ. Herring, of priated to begin the new
in the affair. The city is quiet to
Burleson reported all but $22,000 had
practice
increase the reserve to fifty percent stand on the city's books as an asset plaintiffs. M. U. Vigil, of Albuquer- Santa Fe railway, was dismissed by Aztec, was admitted
been spent oa December 6,
A compromise is said to fore the U. S. court
daV
with a one percent tax on each two of $45,000,000.
que, Renehan & Wright, of this city.
j
mid one-hal- f
percent deficiency.
was rejected by a vote of 44 to 41.

CURRENCY BILL
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

TWO

PROGRESSIVE,

WE ARE

PREPARED

REPUBLICANS

To take care of all Xmas orders,
large or small, on

BUT THEIR ACTIONS BELIE
THEY

TON OF

A

AT

XMAS CANDY

THE

WINTER GROCERY GO.

WILSON

AND CENTS

ADEQUATE PROTECTION

OF

CANNOT

LIFE

BE MEASURED THATWAY-- THE

FIRST

QUES-

TION UP BEFORE THE COMMITTEE.

DO, IS

Check the Symptoms
ot Lung Trouble
One of tlie ninny roasnus whv Lung
Trouhlo Js mi ditll-ulto lluhl Is Itoctiustf
the dlbonse is nfu-- of n verv ilutU'rinn
nntiirc The patient may li)nk well, but in
realltv- f fast luting stivnglli hy
l
ml oihikIi-TU?itlulit nv?uU, fovi-as
he
should
Kymptniiis
quickly us possible.
Kiknmn's AltenilHn
la hcnclii'ltil in HieckliiK fever innl
night
sweats nn d it has brought a hour mnuy
lUuul this cusp;
complete recoveries.
Wtt W. .'M(tli St.. New York.
"Gentlemen: 1 am writing yon this
that otherx may kuuw what
your Alterative has done fur me. Since 1
was a very young woman I was a sufI tried
ferer from Hroniliitlrt.
Horror
after doctor, gelling little or no benefit. Finally I had
sweats, weak
mid
lost
in
spells
weight and my
rapidly
doctor told me if thev were not checked
would have Lung Trouble. Miss Mury
Korhamer. who Ik a friend of mine, recovered after taking your Alterative and
insisted that I try It. I am now, after
l wo
years, perfectly well, strong and
ItL'tilthv."
MHS. ItOKA VOKLI'EI
(Atlldavlt).
lAbovf abbreviated; nm'e on rejuist.)
ICckman's Alterative has been proven by.
tunny years' test to bt moot efficacious
fii severe Throat and Luntt AlVeetions,
Itronchlal Asthma. Stubborn
'lds nud In upbuilding the system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
Ask for booklet telling
drugs.
of recoveries,
and write to Eckman

That
Die. 19.
Washington, D. C,
at sea
Wherever the Republicans have made
a campaign this year it has been dis- and on the Great Lakes, and the provision of a skilled crew, is a question
tinguished by their constant and loud
assertion that they are Progressive. merely of dollars and cents, is the
This was (he most prominent feature significant fact .which appears from
on the sea-of their campaigns in Maine, West the hearings conducted
man's bill.
Virginia, New Jersey and other states.
The objections of ship owners, and
Kspecially was this theiV effort ill
Massachusetts, where not a standpat- their lawyers and representatives, to
ter was permitted to show his head the l.a Follette seaman's bill, which
the senate at the last session
during the campaign, and all the "near passed now
is
up to the house, rest priProgressives" In the country were and
on dollars and cents. It is the
l.iborotory, riillndelphia, Pa., fp evigathered together to shout for Gard- marily
old question of human rights against dence. Kor sale by all leading drnggista
ner and "the new Republicanism."
,n.i by Zook'ft Pharmacy In Santa Ft
iigins.
In the campaign waged by the Pro-it
,mu InB smpowners pm ... mat
gressive party in .Massachusetts in be-is
Far frm
Question bonis." According to the testimony,
h..lf nf f'harlea Snmnor Tiirrt it. was
of commercial practicability,'"
said.tlis vessel carries 24 rafts and 3u
repeatedly pointed out that this attito ques-ithBut, In answer
tude of the Republicans was a sham Jlr, A. a Gardner, vice president of jlii'f.loats.
Fall River line (a subsidiary of tions, Mr. Gardner admitted that as a
and a pretense. Now the Republicans
in answer to result of his experience he thought
themselves have furnished open and the New Haven railroad)
lifeboats are better life savers than
by
questioning
Representative
sharp
conslusive proof that the Progressive
M. Manahan, of Minnesota, a liferafts.
.lames
charge was true. The Republicans member of the committee.
"And, therefore," said Mr. Manahan,
elected 21 members of the upper
Mr. Gardner admitted that it was "you think Insofar as legislation can
house of the Massachusetts
legisdesirable to have a sufficient number! do It, it ought to provide for the better!
lature. These 21 members have met of
lifeboats to accommodate the total J'tesaver?"
and pledged themselves in writing to number of
"I think so, as far as possible,"
passengers and crew, but
vote for one of the most thoroughmaintained that it was not "com- - Jmltted Mr. Gardner,
as
in
state
the
recactionaries
paced
mercially practicable" to do so. He) Thomas F. Newman, general mana- their president. This selection is such admitted
that it would be possible to ger of the Cleveland and Buffalo Tran-- j
Reto
all the
a flagrant contradiction
reduce the carrying capacity of the sit company, which operates three
publican campaign professions that steamshio to a Doint where It. would lake steamers on Lake Erie, testified
even the Boston Transcript, that rock-bmlmber that his company could not possibly
aowe(J (0 carry 01ly ,
.ribbed Now England tory, is moved to
pasgenf?erg for ,vhicl, it had life. comply with the provisions of the law
the following protest
boat equipment, but he maintained requiring two able seamen for each
"If the Republicans of the state sen- that, if required to do so, the majority 1'feboat.
He believed that it would
ate wish to deal a body blow to 'the of the coast and lake steamship lines lie necessary to increase his crew to
new Republicanism,' the nomination would not run at a profit.
proportions which would make cornof such a thorough going and sincere
But Chairman
Manahan continual- - I'Hance impossible.
Representative
anti liberal as Senator Coolidge, the ly had the witness in hot water. Af- - Alexander and Representative Mana-te- r
champion of the Mellen program in
sharp questioning in which he ,lan and Representative Burke pointthe last legislature, will do just that." rirow forth thA arlmiRsinn ihnt it is d Out to him that the law WOllld Sim- to change the characThe tory Transcript could not bring
possible to so reduce the number of ply require him
itself to describe Senator Coolidge as passengers to correspond
with the ter of his crew and not increase its
a reactionary and had to soften Its lifeboat equipment, Mr. Manahan said numbers. He would have to employ
craracterization of him as an "anti lib.
"The witness has stated that It is skilled men Instead of unskilled. Then
eral," but that word In the columns possible to carry lifeboats upon every Mr. Newman said he could not get
of the Transcript is sufficiently ex- vessel at sea sufficient to take
car' competent deck men to fill places
plicit to give a very clear and thor- of every passenger in case of acci-- as watchmen, porters, and such posiManahan forced from
ough understanding of Mr. Coolidge's dent, and whether or not it should l:' tions. But Mr.
.
I
i
.1
i.i
political attitude if his advocacy of enforced as a stem rule of law canjmm, 11 "u""os," l"ali U,B
on,v "
mon,h- and tllal
New Haven railroad interests had not only be decided by the measure of
on the ship are paid
alreay done so.
profits and losses of the concern. aml iother P'it.uns
The Progressives in congress are that when he says it is 'commercially as much if not more. Mr Newman
waiting with great interest to see what impossible' he really means though iuiu uie cuiMMliiieti lie uinuu iiul Bay
steps President Wilson will take to he does not say It that in every case jhow much his men are paid, but prom
give practical effect to the declaration and ln a, caseB it must be measured ised to furnish the information to the
committee.
In his recent message in favor of the by the profits of the concern.''
nomination of presidential candidates
Mr. Gardner stated as his opinion
that it would be disastrous to require ACTION BY CONGRESS IN
by direct primaries.
The Progressive national platform his line of boats to employ two skilled
MINERS' STRIKE DEFERRED.
of 1912 contained an explicit declara- seamen for each lifeboat carried, for
tion in favor of this method of nomi- me reason that the crews of his ves- - Washington, D. C., Dec. 1!). Demonating presidential candidates. It has sels had been thoroughly drilled In crats of the house rules committee
long been sound Progressive doctrine. lifeboat handling, "for years, and conferred today over prospective inOn the first day that Representative years, and years." But when Mr. Man- vestigation of the Colorado coal strike
Hinebaugh, of Illinois, the chairman ahan pressed him to give the name and the Michigan copper strike, but
of the Progressive congressional com- of a single man on any boat on his concluded to defer action.
mittee, sat in the house of represen- line who had been in the service "for
tatives he Introduced a bill providing years, and years, and years," Mr.
for the primary nomination of presi- Gardner could not remember a single
dential candidates. The bill was in one, although he stated that he had
LUMBER, LATH, CEMENT,
conformity to the declaration of the been In the company's service for
Progressive platform, and in its prepa- twenty years, "starling in at $14.00 a
ration Judge Hinebaugh had the as week, and working up to his present WINDOWS, DOORS
nletunop nf pvnprta nf the Progressiva position as vice president of the comAND MOULDING
legislative reference committee. The:pany.
Mr. C.arilner slated that his com
bill has been slumbering in the house
committee on election of president and pany provided sufficient life saving
ever since it was in- equipment to take care of every pasSAWYER
troduced several months ago. It pre- senger and member of the crew, "alscribes exactly the method of nom- though not required by the present
for law to do so," but it developed that
inating presidential candidates
Hi San Francisco St. Phone 206 W
which the president declared so em- on a steamer like the Commonwealth,
part of this equipment consisted of
SANTA FE, N.M.
phatically in his message.
and only part of "lifeJudge Hinebaugh and the other Progressives in the house are now curious to see whether the influence of
President Wilson is as potent with the
committee on election of president and
as it has been proved
to be with the committee on banking
and currency and the committee on
ways and means. The president, has
given proof through these committees
that when he is really and earnestly in
favor of a legislative proposition he
can secure prompt action by the
is
house along the lines of his desires.
Our line of Xmas Delicacies
It will interest Progressives all over
and
complete we have
the country, as well as in the house,
a
We
to see how soon the committee on
in
election of president and
:
we
of
few
offering
dent takes up Judge Hinebaugh's bill
for consideration. The chairman of
to 20c per lb. Huyler'B ExquisCANDIES
Christmas candiea, 12
this committee is the Honorable Wil
ite Chocolates, 40c to $5.0 per box. Vassar and Nobility ChocHam W. Rucker, a distinguished reolates, 35c to $2.50 per bcx.
actionary Democrat from Missouri.
DECORATIONS
Tree decorations, tinsel, etc., from 1c up. Xmas
Bells, from 1c to 20c for t e large ones.
SOUTH AMERICAN CAMEL
We will have a full Ine of Holly and Holly and ImmorGREENS
ORINK SALT WATER.
Holly In bulk, Roping Mistletoe,
telles
Wreaths,
The llama, c; lied the camel of South
etc.
Americi has l.oen used as a heist of
New Navels, 30c, 35c, 40e, 45c, 50c and 60c per doz. Per
ORANGES
burden from prehistoric times. The
$3.50
case,
familiar and fire cloth which w? call
3 for 25c, 10c and 20c.
FLORIDA GRAPE-FRUIAlpaca and Vicuna are woven from
IMPORTED MALAGA AND CA.IFORNIA RED GRAPES.
the hair of n i ecies of the llaim.
GERMAN CHRISTMAS CAKE.
The llrma h;:s the very unpleasant
PFEFFEHNUS E German Nut Cakes.
LEBKUCHEN
habit of spitting when enraged or an
MRS. WARNER'S FRUIT CAKE.
nmns
is
its
about
that,
only
noyed;
HEINZ AND BLUE LABEL PLUM PUDDING.
of defense: irs cud and saiivn have
Osmundos, Tom Moore, Tiberius, Little
CIGARS IN XMAS BOXES
thus
and
most
a
unpleasant odor,
others.
and
Cruz
Sierra
mary
Tom,
Zno
a
in
a
llama
when one aoioaches
FANCY TOBACCOS IN GLASS HUMIDORS.
he should hivt a care. Ianias are
EXTRA FANCY APPLES Jonathans, Wlnesaps, Grimes' Golden,
fine swimmtrs and drink frcflly of
Black Ben and others, $1.75 per box.
sea water without injury.
NUTS Walnuts, Almonds, FMbers. Pecans. Black Walnuts, Hickory
Nuts, Chestnuts, Peanuts, Etc.
Coffee
IMPORTED CLUSTER RAISINS, Smyrna Figs in baskets, Stuffed
Figs and Dates In Glass.
You want fresh fine cofFRESH FRUIT AND VEGETABLES We will have everything obtainable In the Fruit and Vegetable line at this period of the
fee. That's what you get
year.
when you order SchilPOULTRY
Turkeys, Ducks, Geese, Springs and Hens.
FRESH MEATS
Beef, Pork, M tton, Lamb, Veal, Spare Ribe, Brains,
ling's Best.
Wieners, Pigs Feet; also full line of Kosher Meats.

I
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WILL

AT

OF

QUESTION

By UILSO.V GARDNER.
Washington, D. C, Dec. 19.
the adequate protection of life

PRICE.

RIGHT

WHAT

DOLLARS

THEIR CLAIMS

REACTIONARY

A

THE QUESTION.

Ducks, Oysters, Extra rancy Molly, Wreaths,
OVER

ARE

CHANCE

Candy, Fruits, Nuts, Turkeys, Chickens,
AND

SO SAY NOT

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

19, 1913.

fLIGHt
THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
ODS, Electricity plays a most Important part. The grandfather would
be amazed at the radiance of the modern home and whv all thi light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant snot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that U easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

I
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CAPITAL COAL YARD

e

'

j

PHONE 85 MAIN.

Wood

WHOLESALE

1

S3 I
WO
SWASTIKA

AND RETAIL
LUMP
FACTORY WOOD
CERRIL.LOS LUMP
SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL
CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES
Montezuma Avenue, near A.,

T. & S. F.

POWER
N

J

ad-h-

Railroad Depot

e

g

MIS

I

The Denver & Rio Grande

-

Christmas and New Year Holiday Excursion Fares
on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande
Southern Railroads In Colorado and New Mexico
TO all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande and Rio Grande Southern
Railroads In Colorado and New Mexico.
ALSO FROM all stations on the Denver & Rio Grande Railroaod to
all stations in COLORADO on the following lines: CHICAGO,
FROM all stations

.1

fare for the round trip to all points on the

one-wa-

nver & Rio Grande Ft. R.
To all points on above Foreign Lines mentioned, the fare will be
ide by the use of one first class fare for the round trip to Pueblo
Denver plus fare and one third, Pueblo or Denver to destination.
l1es

--

sc.

iw

in

nib nth anri.llst.

1913.

and Jan. 1st,

1914.

ALL ON

VI

L

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

ASK FOR

TICKETS-S-

YOUR FREIGHT

HIP

FROM SANTA FE

ja

-

FARES
s

.

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and n'ght Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

'

BURLINGTON
& QUINCY R. R., CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND &
PACIFIC RY COLORADO & SOUTHERN RY., COLORADO MIDLAND RY., FLORENCE & CRIPPLE CREEK RY., MISSOURI-PACIFIRY., SAN LUIS SOUTHERN RY., UNION PACIFIC R. R.

first-clas-

'

-

RAILROAD COMPANY.

One

if

IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT a to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Iron ready to use, your toasted

P. A.,

N.'M.

To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and all points in
New Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific
Goast, via NEW MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance thence.

!V

The

ast

Best imiiiwMjBM or
West
Route
;For Rates and Full Information, Address
G. F. &

EUGENE FOX,

P.

Aft,

El

Paso, Texas.

-

fa

A. HUGHES,

C. L. POLLARD,

President.

R.

Secretary.

J.

CRICIITON,

Manager

i

&

Treasurer.

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.

FAMOUS DAWSON COAL

AGENTS

t

1. J.

"life-rafts,- "

TRANSFER BUSINESS AND STORAGE

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
License Numbers,

Next

Business Solicited."
Foot of Montezuma Ave.

Phone 100 and 35 W.

NEW MEXICO

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of f be Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located to the beautiful Peeoa
Valley. 1,700 feet above aealevel,
sunshine every day. Opes all
work throughout the entire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such aa eannot be found
elaewhere In America. Fourteen officers and Instructors, all
gradnates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modem in every respect.
Betants :
E. A. CAHOON. President.
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POB, Secretary.
W. A. FINLAY.
f Far particulars and Illustrated eata-agaaddress,
.

u

COL.JAS.W.WILLS0N,SBpt.

Door

XMAS - XMAS

j

vice-pres-

the
this year
ever had,
that
most
are listing
the city.
means the best
are
the "Goodies "
2

j

well-berrl-

And a guarantee goes
with every can.
This is the guarantee:
if you don't like it better
than any other your grocer will return your money.
"Hello" "yes."
"Please send me a ' can
Schilling's Best Coffee."
"All right" "Good by."

of

FISH OF ALL KINDS.
OYSTERS, SEALSHIPT AND CHEESE AND DELICATESSA

THE SHELL.
GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

We Guarantee Quality and Price on Everything
That Leaves Our Store!
GET THE HABIT I - GET THE HABIT!
THE

MODERN

GROCERY

COMPANY.

to Postoffice.

CHRISTMAS

3jz

RATES

HOLIDAY

ONE AND ONE IHIRO FARE

For the Round Trip Between All
Points on the

j

jF"Your

Day or Night Phone, 130 Main.

66-6-

-

j

GENERAL

MULLIGAN & RISING,

A.T.&S.F.R.R.

IN NEW MEX.,

Also to All Points on the
A. T. & S. F. R. R. IN COLORADO,
Trinidad to Denver inclusive.
Dates of Sale, December 23rd, 24th, 25th and
31st, and Januaay 1st, 1914. Return Limit,

January 5th, 1914.
HOLIDAY RATES FOR STUDENTS

I

TEACHERS

For the benefit of Students and teachers tickets will be
d
fare for the round trip beat rate of one and
tween all noinis in New Mexico, including Coast lines west
of Albuquerque, on December 19th and 20th on condition
that such parties present certificates from teacher or princiat said school.
pal of the school, showing attendance
Minimum selling rate, $5.00, return limit January 5th,
Eold

one-thir-

1914.

For particulars, call on any agent of the Santa Fe.

Santa

H. S. LUTZ, ASENT.
New Mexico.
Fe,

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER

How's This?
CHILD GENIUS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, 0.
We. the undersigned, have known P

fl.F'-utJiicvc mill

CONFOUNDS

SCIENTISTS

BY TAKING

ELECTRICITY

who brought two physicians with him.
We've gone along many
The medical men pronounced her
without a big wad of money.
dead.
Prayers were at once said in
we can get along a few more
ISCHAR8ES
church for the repose of her soul.
if necessary.
RELIEVED IN
After a few minutes the body was
"if the machine is worth big money,
taken to the home of Mr. and Mrs.
24 KCl'RS
I want the boy to get his due.
If it
".. Ak' rs. on San Francisco
.1.
street.
to
else
want
be
don't
nobody
ain't,
Mrs.
had
Miera
lived
for
over
jwlieie
the sucker."
y mile- bears ftrfiOYlj
twiu years,, ami telegrams unnnunc-jihYoung Thompson is much like the
her death were sent to relatives
other farmer lads of the neighbor,iwiil friends throughout the stale. They
AM. iu:i(i(.ivrs ;
hood. He plays with his pet calf,
late expected lo arrive in the city to-- j
pitches horseshoes
occasionally, is
night. Preparations for the funeral
will be made.
frankly pleased at the admiration of!
PINCHED HER ARM
his many visitors, and delights in mak- MRS. GuADALUPE MltRA, JUST FAST
It was stated that the funeral will
AND WAS PINCHED
Hie
old
for
trades
lug sharp
junk
at s a. m. Monday from
flfl
PFRFHRfsl.
YF4RS
f)F fiflF
I hnilU
I blllWIMOW,
Ml llUk,
U'J
whirh his deft fingers transforms into!
the ( atheilral. the vicar general. Moil-miracle apparatus.
Skultol.
FINftL ACT OF DEVOTION BEFORE j
"etroit. Dec.
conducting Hie ser-- i
vices. The pall beareru will be Be- - wl,c is a laborer and Had never lieara
ALTAR OF ST. JOSEPH AND THEN lected
tomorrow. .Manager Hansen.'01' stage door Jolmriies, was arrested
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
on complaint of a vividly
of the Alters Wanner undertaking es-ANSWERS SUMMONS.
will have charge of thell,l0li" member of the Parisian Beau- jtabliKliiiienl,
De Vargas.
jarrnngements. Crepe hanninn in front liH bi.r'esque company
A. A. Tempke, Deniing.
"Thin vulvar person piv:'ied my
of the establishment announced todav
FAMILY IS WELL KNOWN
W. Knuptuez,
arm." complained the blond-'Itliat it was closed.
beauty
t was about
O. D. Caston, San Diego.
at the central station.
Mrs. Miera's Career.
V. Iloustein,
THROUGHOUT THE STATE
Born in San Isidro, New Mexico, to enter the etage door, to so to my
Frank Owen, City.
Mrs. Miera's family name was San f'ressing room and prei,;i"; for the
L, C. Collins, City.
rning pertorman''-;- wniu lie accosiSue received her early eduea-- r
doval.
:i
I,. r....... ..1
I'm so nervous know I won't
S Clusdorf, Taos.
"
Mirm in I in ur.lw.r.lu ft,,.
ul
CI.., I..,.. '''d me.
R. S. Jennings.
jthe statue of St, Joseph, in the church ,,,, a wi(Jow"for 0V(J,. thMy vears, jle able to sing tonight, and I hope
ou icarn iiiih guy "
ami
W. T. Smith, Alamosa
;ol Our l.ady ot liuadalupe, yesterday
Bv(r 8inn(1 HIH jV(,d jn , . , F
William Hartman, Denver,
Mrs. Miera has been devoted to church him in the booby hatch."
'ed half way down the main aisle
W. h. Elms.!ie, Canada.
Shrinkine; from publicity the comwork and was known for her piety,
the door when she suddenly fell To die in the actual service of the. plainant refused to Rive her name.
Mrs. If. Humphreys-PrltctieH- ,
T.nmy
Sknkoi, who is a Syrian, was held on
Dr. Taniius, City.
(ever, dead willi heart disease
jthe charge rf disturbing the peace.
R. F. Drown, Espanola.
jwus oigmy years 01 age jjceemner is.ani ,t was realized vestnrdav.
A. h. Taylor, Alhu(tieriue.
Following her custom. Mrs. Miera
Surviving her are two sons.
lo Guadalupe church yesterday eeslao Miera and State Senator E. A.
,i. D. Fish, Albuquerque.
evening, attending services and then Miera. of Cuba. X. M.; and two dangle
Walter D. Hawk, Chicago.
walked up to the altar of St. Joseph 1(.,.Si MrH cimres
Raymond W. Beach. Chicago,
M'agner and Mrs
which she took great pride in decor- - j.r. w. Akers, of this oil v. She leaves
.lohn If. Cotteral, Guthrie, Okia.
About two inches of snow fell last
a
won
ami
.Tames R. Garfield, Cleveland. O.
iioweis
Keeping
lamp also four brothers All indro Santio- - Intent, hecinning at S: 10 p. m., and con- (tiling
a
nne
D. .1. Noble, Lima.
canieu
N"
nine iioiuejval, of Corales,
.M.. Cornelio
uuriiiug
The
until after midnight.
,01 onve on in tier nana yesterday
.Iiintiel V. Vigil, Albuquerque.
and J. if. Sandoval of Albu temperature ranged from 21 1o 3S and
as
done
count
she
for
had
less
Montezuma.
ening
iiier(iie, and a fourth brother lives the average relative humidity was 7$
ida.vsiat San Isidro.
F. L. Robinson, I,amy Ranch.
percent.
All of the people had lert. the church
E. L. Goff, La my.
The mercury stood at 21 degrees at
land she was all alone. The first news WOULD DEFINE BORDER
Jose Ortiz y Pino, Calisleo.
8 a. m. today.
In other cities the
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Ifattmer, Albu-- ; of her death was given to the pastor!
WITH BARBED WIRE FENCE temperature was as follows:
of the church. Father A. Bassett when
querque.
Amarillo, 32; Bismarck, 14; Boise,
W. F. Hureh, Denver.
a hoy rushed into his house telling
Washington. 1). C, Dec. 10. A 1fi; Cheyenne, S; Dodge City, S8;
H. B. Hardie, Denver.
an
that
had
fainted
lady
barbed
wire
elderly
fence
jhim
along the Mexican Durango, i; Flagstaff, 20; Grand
in church.
E. A. Davis, Albuquerque.
The priest hurried to the boundary to check intrusions
Into Junction, 2D; Helena, 21; Kansas City,
O. V. LasiiUr. Coleman, Tex.
and
realized
that
American territory was proposed in a .11; Lander, It; Los Angeles, 4fl;
immediately
jscene.
.Toe F. Zinkler, Kansas City.
was neau.
once
noilai.eia
hill today by Senator Ashurst. A to- Modena, 6; Oklahoma, 38; Phoenix,
ai
(.....
Clem Cooney, Prince Albert.
'lied the coroner. Justice ,T. M. fiareia, tal of
would he appropriated. 40; Portland, .12; Pueblo. R; Rapid
.
City, 21; Kosehurg, IVG; Rosweli, .12;
Salt Lake, 22; San Francisco. 44;
; Williston,
WAR WITH MEXICO! DO YOU REALIZE INTERVENTION WOULD COST US Spokane, 28; Tonopah,
12; Winnemueca, 10.
big.

(thing
years
Guess
FROM THE AIR years,

FARMER BOY WITH
... JUST A
EDUCATION, YET HE HAS PERFORMED
;
NESSING ELECTRICITY OF THE SKIES.

pcneuiij' huiiuwv
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations mad.-bhis firm.
NATIONAL. BANK OF COMMERCE,

A
A

GRAMMAR SCHOOL
BY
HAR- MIRACLE

mm

AFTER FILLING
ALTAR LA

j

Toledo. O.

Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-Daily, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system,
Price 75
Testimonials sent free.
cents per bottle. Sold by all Drug-

URINARY

DIES IN CHURCH

1

...

"
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gists.
Take Hall's T'amily Pills for

1

.

ASK THAT STRIKERS
BE NOT BLACK LISTED.
Calumet, Mich., Dec. 19. Business

,

.

.

men of this and other communities affected by the strike of copper miners

,

which began July 23, appealed today
to the managers of the mines not to
take definite action towards shutting
out from further employment such of
the strikers as have refused to return

I

1

.

to work.

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

ih

j

Ven-jvve-

THE WEATHER

Your

Favorite
Fruits
Always
in Season

-

j

You can go

in-

to the orchard
and pick fresh

Roy J. Thompson, boy genius, with his pet dog.
mother.

fruits only

Solitaire,
Canned Fruits
are always in
Sol-

itaire Canned
Peaches, Pears,
Cherries, etc.,

supply those

rich fruit juices

and flavors
which whet
the appetite

and are so
sential to

the left

is

(By Jack .lungmeyer.)
Dec. 19. Three
Elk Grove, Calif.,
years ago the mother of Roy J.
Thompson testily commanded her son
to "take those contraptions off tne
house" because "they mussed up the

Moreys

season.

On

his

"See:" The one horse motor began
to purr as he threw a switch.
"Kor the lights it Is stepped up, to
increase the ampheres, and goes
through a condenser. I have trouble in
keeping the load dowu so as not to
burn out the lights. I have had six
place bo."
'
ear-ol- d
lad, heralded lit at one time."
Today this
as the youthful wizard of the elec"Yes," itijected the mot'.ier, now a
trical world, is being offered fabulous little in awe or her son, "we eat supsums for the right to commercialize per by the lights Roy gels out of the
his "contraption."
air.
The apparatus that "mused up the
"He's been monkeying with wires
place" is taking electricity out of the and coils and such things ever since
air and converting it directly into he was a litle Bhaver," she continued.
"We ;ame out here from Oklahoma
dynamic energy
It is lighting the Thompson farm snec!allv to give the boy a chance. I
house with incandescent bulbs attach-- ; don't mind the cluttering now, and Pa
ed to a wire aerial, and operating a nas itt him put his riggin' on the barn,
j
motor from the same source.
"He's not much for playing. Just
This uncouth country lad has con- - works all the time. And clothes why
and upset old he don't care for them at all.
scientists
founded,
"J lis Pa gave him money for a suit
theories of electrical phenomena, if his
discovery stands up to tho apparent the other day, but 'stead of that he
bought more fixin's for his machine
achievements.
education and Got $700 in it right now. Said overalls
A
grammar-gradwhen we
gleanings from borrowed technical was good enough for him,
books, together with a short exper asked about the new suit.
"We encourage him, too don't take
ience as assistant to a stage electricnone of his money to help out on the
ian, are his mental equipment.
"The electricity is gathered up grub bill."
a weather-beateThe
father,
there on the aerial," he explained. "It
is drawn down through wires by pow- shrewd farmer, came in from his
erful magnets into a loose couple tuner chores.
"We've been offered thousands of
and shot into Lyden jars. From there
mait passes through several transform- dollars for the rights on the boy's
we don't
"But
volunteered.
from
he
load
the
chine,"
steps
by
ers, lowering
25or to 110 volts, and then into the aim to let it get out of our hands,
now that nor son has found some- motor."

when they are
in season.

es-

"The Best

lh Groctr
can Dtlivtr. ' '

The Morey
Mercantile Company
Denver, Colo.

OF HUMAN LIVES AND

THOUSANDS
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MONARCH

One Month, $3.00

Paragon Ribbons

Six Months, $15.00

Red Seal Carbon Papers

CAROUR PARAGON TYPEWRITER RIBBONS AND RED 6EAL
BON PAPERS are recognized as the leading ribbon and carbon lines
on the market.
but In completeness.
They are the leading lines not only In quality,
And this completeness makes It certain that we have got the exact
ribbon and carbon paper for YOU.

Machine Catalogs and Supplies Booklet on Request.

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER CD.
(Incorporated)

Ill

South Fourth St.

Phone Main 674.

Albuquerque, N. M.

v,inii
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Half-Bree- d

PRESIDENT

IS HONORARY
MEMBER OF PRESS CLUB.
Denver, Dec. 19. Woodrow Wilson,

has been unanimously elected an

hon-

-

'orary member of the Denver press
club.

A committee probably will
for Washington this week to

the president of his election and
present him with a gold membership
card similar to those held by Thetv
Jdore Roosevelt and William Howard
jTaft. All three of these statesmen
have been guests at the Denver press
club rooms where each has delivered
addresses.
While in Washington the committee will deliver an invitation to the
president to visit Denver during
to attend
"round up" week. Jan.
the "Brandiron" dinner, modeled along
lines of the famous Gridiron dinner in
Washington and the other festivities
planned by the Press club during the
western stock show, which organiza-- i
Hon has officially endorsed the dowu
;town entertainment program,
The Press club has made prelimln-;ararrangements for the formation of
a league of Western Press clubs in
(this city some time next summer,
Representatives of the press who will
he here for the stock show will meet
following the "Brandiron" dinner to
fix the date for the convention. The
purpose of the latter will be the welding together of the newspaper fraternity in an effort to further exploit
the great west. This means that the
newspaper men of the west will work
together with the end in view of boostTwenty ing the 1915 Indian pageant in Denpaign, but probably it could be ac- - partially trained soldiers.
comnlished. at least, that portion of percent of the volunteers will be ver and the Pacific Panama interna- the Mexican population officially aslstricken from the rolls after the lirstitional exposition at San Francisco the
tile army undoubtedly would be com- month by one cause or anoiner.
jsame year.
Huerta Not the Entire Problem
letelv defeated not sooner than six
The downfall of Huerta will not set-Coffee
months and not later than eight
tie the problem of "to intervene or no;
months.
intervene." Many advocates of non-Rut there will he difficulties in rais-,tSchilling's Best coiiich
ing so large an army. It Is probable .'intervention go on the theory that the
means
the upper ten per
from
lend
of the Huerta dictatorship
that not more than half a million men
could be mobilized.
Military experts the end of the difficulty. This is net
cent of ihe world's coffee
figure that not less than 50 percent the case.
a
time,
The fall of Huerta will, for
of an army newly organized disapcrop.
pears during the first six months of a clarify the atmosphere, but the ITnited
It isn't a speeies or y
with
campaign. This is called "deteriora- States soon will be confronted
un
from this or that
tion," and means loss by wounds, ill- the same difficulty, unless some
ness and desertion. Disease takes a usually capable man arises In Mexico
country, but an unchanggreater toll than wounds or death In and begins a new regime. This man
Is not yet in sight. He may he one
ing standard of flavor and
battle.
The "deterioration" is greater dur of the rebel leaders now in the field.
strength.
ing the first few months of a cam- but this cannot be determined until
The name expresses the
field
wider
in
a
out
tried
has
been
he
men
for
the
than
later,
grow
Daign
"seasoned" and tho percentage of loss Indications are that, with the fall cf
expert service given you
?rows less. But allowing for the mini- Huerta, Mexico will continue to be
in choosing from the
mum of 50 percent decrease due to the prey of adventurous generals and
ou s
estieven
cannot
In after years
world's miscel
be
unscrupulous politicians.
Therefore, the problem of intervenmated. It would far exceed the milsupply.
lions the expenditure of which can tion is not one of the moment, hingAnd inoneyliack means:
be seen as necessary at the begin- ing upon the acts of Huerta, but one
that will have to be settled, one way
ning.
you pay nothing unless
The strength of the militia Is about or the other, for a long time to come.
unseen
be
rewhether,
Even allowing for
It remains to
100.000 men.
you approve the choice.
cruiting the full strength of the mili- der conditions admittedly as serious
cans,
In aroma-tigh- t
tia there would be an immense gap to as these, Intervention would be
granulated.
cleanly
fill with volunteers who are not even
i

i

is there, we see how easy it is for
rebels to beat the federal troops invariably.
Remember, those are the conditions

SMITH PREMIER

nr.

main-learnin- g
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RENTAL TERMS VISIBLE MODELS
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a

Easy Payment Plan.

Data.

DAY?.

Mex-isma-

This is a Photograph taken by Staff
morn-inPhotographer Durborough the
after the recent Mexican battle
of La Mesa in which General Villa de
cisively whipped the Huerta forces.

SOLD ON THE

A
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$5.00

For $5.00 we will rent you, guaranteed by us in
7 or 8
good condition, an understroke model 6,
PreRemington Typewriter or understroke Smith
mier for THREE MONTHS.
Then you can buy a machine if you like, and v
will credit this $5.00 on the purchase.

$2,000,000
1

Typewriter Rental Offer
Three Months
For

Local

'

Highest temperature this date laBt
Extreme this
year, 41; lowest, 15.
41 years record, highest, 53, in
Invasion must be followed by oc-- "deterioration- - we will have left at date,
y 13. If. CA.VF1ELI).
G.
in !I0.
(Copyright, 191:5. by the Newspaper cupation otherwise the initial' cam-- ; the end of the "first period' of the 1894; lowest, Forecast.
Ipaign will produce no results and will campaign, about 2.10,000 men out
Enterprise Association).
of
For Santa Fe and vicinity: Fair toThere must be at least a partial merely be a
series of lour original army of 500,000
and colder; Saturday fair.
night
reason back of the belief that a
conllicts.
j
Volunteers Must Be' Used
For New Mexico: Tonight general- .. ..........
... i lit war ue- Ana where is this army of r.nO.OoO jlv fair except snow and colder in
when cornered
artment figure that about G00.000 men men to come from
True, there
They must be northeast portion; Saturday general-A- .
Mexican
will have to he employed at the open- - volunteers. TIip
Indian, or half breed
nrin,i n,Ji
does not think the same as his north-jinof the campaign. This immense only about 23.000 men available
fori The center of low barometer Is over
.
conC... umguuui.
not
uraemia
to
B.sieiii
ivip.Li.ru
ry
active service. A few thousand more southeast
uir
miiiy
only
this
Kansas
morning,
of conscription in Mexico produces 'quer, hut to occupy the country.
could be brought in
.ei.itoi.ofl whence a trough of low pressure exfor the federal army only the worst
An army in the Held shrinks very inoints. but Hip hulk wnui.i
tr. tends westward to northern Arizona.
o. inn puijumuun, 01 course,
i. noun-- . rapiuiy.
..... i...
inereiore tne experts want come from th vnlimtr
rv.
i
ti
,.t.. fn.,
als are 'sentenced" to the army. They; an overwhelming force if they are tcJ nossible to estimate thp omt nn
.t'...'i,.
'm'i.
i
t
get food only when they pillage. There,be sure of success, because not half great body of people that this would 'sure obtains over Hie Salt Lake basin
is .mue uiscipnne.
t
frequently
meyior mat original toree will be left nt'enlail. throueli nlii..nr.o
and northward. Cloudiness and snow
know little about what they are, the end of the first six months or'earners. return nf ihn '.i.
.tn in continue in the southwest and over
for.
when
ordered
fighting
They fight
eight months!
jcome invalids and thereby .lose their the middle and southern Uockies, the
and until they think they have fought
It will cost $2,Oimi,000 a day to
powers, death, disappearance cloudiness extending thence to the
Then
lain this army during the first six or land Dartial disnl.iliiv
enough.
they Uretire.
Port .,( tun
..... Pacific If is generally colder in Colo- ......
.
.
TT.
...1
I..,.,
...o ...I,...; aim inu niiuwieuse u. eigiu monies ot ine campaign or con-- : cos con ri be est ni.ilort In rftlnra Tt,oirorfn
on
it,i, i,.;.,
what it is about is not there. When quest. This would be a short, cam-- greater nan flint ,,,.. wi,ii,
'i,
ra.
n. h.k!, i L,m- l onditions ravor lair weatner
.. ..
.
..
gmn.
n
In His Second Article Editor Canfielri An
on lui.vl,,- in this section over Saturday,
with
ing Our
Neighbors Would Take In Tolls from the United States
jlower temperature tonight.

OUR UNPARALLELED

REMINGTON

uo

In civil war.

But, in case of

an

in

vasion, it would he entirely different.
Then there would be the motive ana
the knowledge and the hatred of their
All
tactions
would-bconquerors.
would realize very plainly "that the
enemy was a foreign foe and would
unite.
Under those conditions the campaign, if successful, as It probably
would be in the long run, would be
a repetition, on a larger scale, of the
previous Mexican war. And in the
previous war General Grant said that
the Mexicans, although poorly equipped and unorganized, fought as bravely as any troops ever did.
How Invasion Must Be Accomplished
There would be two methods of in'
vading Mexico. The popular idea if
that a few thousand regular troop?
may be sent and that they will easily
defeat the few roving bands of Mexican regulars and the troops of the
'other factions who might unite and
idefy the invader.
It is quite probable that a small
army of Bay 30,000 men could sue.cessa
Mexico,
invade
maintaining
fully
line of communication to the border
'and carry on a campaign wherein they
forces1
would
defeat all Mexican
against them. But that Isn't the
point.
e

j

-

va-riel-

-

lane

ever-fres-
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!to finance the forming of a union there.
Harrison testified that there was uo
strike, that a union was not formed
and although he belonged to the tester's committee, he never heard the
Vnited company was supporting the
lusters.

THE RINGING
BASE

HIT IS THE VERY SOUL OF BASEBALL!

BASE

RUNNING. FIELDING AND STRATEGY TAKE BACK SEAT TO WALLOP THAT SENDS THE
THIS IS WHAT HAPPENS WHEN A HOME PLAYER MAKES A HIT IN A PINCH.
SAFE.

MRS. A. T. PATRICK
DIES AT TULSA.

WflLLSTREET.

BALL

OKLA.
Xew York, N. Y., Dec. 19. A stronger tone in stocks prevailed throughout the morning session.
Tulsa, Okla., Dec. 19. Mrs. Albert
Bullish operations were conducted T. Patrick whose husband served
with more confidence and an improve- twelve years in Sing Sing as the alment in sentiment was apparent. The leged murderer of William Marsh Rice
rise in seasoned dividend paying died here today. Patrick and their
stocks was in response to a demand children were at the bedside.
Addie
Mrs. Patrick, as Mrs.
M.
insistent enough to suggest increased
outside buying, although covering of Francis, was married to Patrick soon
shorts was a large factor.
after his conviction for the murder ot
Advices respecting monetary condi- .'.ice. For the ensuing twelve years
tions abroad were more favorable and he devoted her entire time and
an easier tone of day to day accom$50,000 in efforts to prove Pat
modations in the home market assist- rick's innocence and gain a pardon for
ed operations
on the long side. 'in.
Canadian Pacific, which was exceptionally weak yesterday, led the JUNE AN REGISTER
rise, and a large number of representative shares advanced In a striking
SIDES AGAINST
fashion.
THE GOVERNMENT
The volume of business contracted
reat the higher quotations, traders
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 19. The regis- uucuig men upe I ill uilia Hliri il prtl lltii
of the land office at Juneau, Alasrun in of the shorts had been accom-'te- r
ka, has recommended to the commiplished.
ssioner of the general land office that
Bonds were firm.
Prospects of another favorable bank the charges filed bj the United States
government against the Wllloughby
statement and the large
tion to the Lehigh Valley bond issue coal claims in the Bering river disstimulated
bullish
activity again. trict of Alaska, be dismissed. CanPrices went well beyond the morn cellation was sought because of aling's high
figure, with particular leged failure of the claimants to o;ieii
restrength in Canadian Pacific, Union !up und improve their claims as
Pacific and the coalers.
quired by law. The register found
The market closed strong. The ad the charges are not sustained There
vance continued to the end, with large v:ii! no allegations of fraud Most
are vo!r'i num of
ly increased dealings. Fnion Pacific iof the claimants
and Canadian Pacific scored gains of 'Portland, Ore., and Wiikesburre Pa.
and 4 points, respectively and other ;T)!i prea involved is ISO acres of vatuable coal land near the cancelled
shares were up from 1 to 3.
(,'uimibgham claims.
TO-DA- Y

j

over-subcri- p
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Ty cobb'
(By George H. Pulford.l
Batting is tlie soul of baseball.
It is what the keynote of a national
convention is to politics; what me
knockout is to pugilism; what flour is
to bread; what roast beef is to Eng--

i

1

1

ui.

1

Write

f!

L

j

...,.!

land.

'""'!
!t is the bic punch.
The hit in tiie pinch brings the fails'
with arm and voice raised
in a riot of joy or leaves them in the
condition of the New York fans when
Frank Baker made his first home run
off Rube Marquard i" 1S12 when a
visiting player makes it.
A .300 batting average has kept
:
Jake Daubert at Top, Frank Baker
Hans Wagner.
many an ivory skull in baseball. It
causes managers to overlook errors of
In Middle, Sherwood Magee Below.
To the player it the great hitters walk to the plate J
com or omission.
occupies the attraction the holy grail then glance over the faces near by! batters would be laughable were the
occupied to the knights of the round You can read in every countenance great ones not so earnest.
the unuttered desire to see the batter
table.
Cobb swings U)ree bats and knocks
The Athletics defeated the Giants yiLKie me pm.
y.rt rom niR snii!Ps hpfnra facine
in two world's series by everlastingly
Ed Delahanfy, the greatest batter the
pitcher. Jimmy Sheckard's gum
In
ball.
out
of
the
a
baseball
has
the
with
batted
whey
whaling
produced,
always reposes on a certain spot on
every game they were up there whang- short swing, putting every ounce of top of his cap. Lajoie draws a line in
until
at
behind
his
Del
offered,
everything
ing away
strength
every swing.
the dirt with his bat before stepping
they had the infield dizzy and the out- was easy to fool, but he wouldn't re- into the box. Jimmy Ryan, the old
field
fooled.
main
He always said he hit Colt,, insisted upon bats with a red
Because the tribe of Mack is apt to bo well because he. outguessed the strip. Frank Chance never looks at
time, pitcher and had a remarkably quick the score board
, indulge in a batting orgy any
during a game. Davy
they draw larger crowds than the eye.
third base
Jones always touches
Anson was the first of the modern when
j'iiitless wonders" as the champion
to the bench from the
returning
White Sox of a few years ago were school of batters. He was not a field. Roy Thomas walked around becalled.
swinger. He developed his ability to hind the umpire when going to the
Go to any game where a a vat bat-- i "just meet the ball," but so great was
Frank Schulte believes he will
ter is playing and note how the fans his strength and so heavy his bat, plate.
make a
hit if he picks up a
call upon him to "get hold of one." that when he "just met" the ball, It
hairpin on the streef and is famous as
Let Lajoie, Jackson, Cobb, Crawford, shot away to the outfield at a terrific a hunter of them. They tell that
Schulte, Zimmerman, Meyers, Baker, pace.
Hoger Connor used to take his bat to
Some of the superstitious of great bed with him.
Daubert, Collins, Cravath or any of
:

-

two-bas- e
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BEAUTY PRIZE WON CHANCE has reached the crest of his power."
ON THE STAGE.

nun

This backstop of whom Dooln
speaks so enthusiastically is a product
of Paw Paw, Mich., and a brother to
Wade Hampton Killifer, formerly
with the Tigers. He started to play
ball with Jackson in the South Michigan league and from there went to
Texas to college, later getting a job in
the Texas league. From there he
drifted out to the coast and then was
picked up by the Browns.
The joke St. Louis outfit couldn't
be convinced that. Killifer had the
making of a good catcher so he was
sent to Buffalo. There his fine work
attracted Dooin's attention and the
Phillies grabbed htm.
"According to Dooln, the Philadelphia club also ought to have had
AVally Schang from Buffalo.- Stallings
and Stein of the Buffalo club agreed
to send him to Dooin, but didn't make
good and the Athletics secured him instead.
With Killifer, whom Dooin praises
so highly, and Schang, who is known
to American league fans to he one of
the greatest catchers who ever broke
into this circuit, the Phillies would
have had a superfluity of wealth. It
would have been a waste of good material to have had Killifer on the
bench while Schang
caught and
equally as wasteful the other way
around. So probably It is better that
Buffalo crossed Dooin
up and sent
,
l.
.,J Villifr
could be regulars and work often.

i

,

nuuuniinu
STYLE !"

nnLn
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RUEBEKAM.

hen Traverse City, Mich;, held its
famed beauty show all Michigan girls
were invited to "get in the ring," and
hosts of pretty faces competed. Edith
Ruebekam, the village belle of Owos-so- ,
landed the honor.
With the prize went an invitation
in enter tliH theatrical rjrofession.
MiRs
HUiv
ll ""HI"""
' Ruebekam is playing the role of Con-'stance in "The Gypsy Rover."
W

!

tw

KILLIFER IS THE

BEST OF CATCHERS
(By E. A. Batchelor.)
"The best catcher in the world," is
what Charles S. Dooin, manager of
the Philadelphia Nationals, calls Bill
Killiger, his young backstop,
i
The
!
is himself a veteran backstop and
j one of the best in the business and
seems qualified to pass
j he certainly
- on
the merits of receivers. He picks
tne Michigan Doy as tne King or mem
all on all around ability and because
he is young and coming, while rivals
j for the crown are getting
along in
baseball years.
"Everything considered, Killifer Is
the best catcher in the country,", said
his manager Monday afternoon. "He
can throw, hit, run the bases and re-- !
ceive and he has a great head, Jimmy Archer, whom many pick as the
leader of the class, is behind Bill as a
receiver, for be squats in one spot,
while my youngster shifts his feet,
goes in the air after a ball and in gen- eral is as agile as a cat Killifer is
just a youngster, though he has been
playing ball for several years and he
;wiU "continue to. lnwrova while Archer
led-tupi-

;

'

'
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19. Announceme'i;
Denver, Dec.
was made last night by John C. Shaffer, owner of the Denver News, Chicago Post and other papers in the
United States, of the purchase of t'e
Evanston Index, of Evanston, HI.,
which will be conducted exclusively
by women, and which is to follow the
policy of the Shaffer papers. Miss
Hetty Cattell, special writer on the
Rocky Mountain News, was. chosen
managing editor, and will leave f,ir
Evanston next Tuesday to assume her
duties. The staff of the paper will
be recruited from the Shaffer editorial staffs.
The Index is a weekly publication
but it is Mr. Shaffer's plan to make it
a daily, which will be run as a regular daily paper, and not as a woman's
publication in Bpite of the fact that it
will be conducted solely by newspaper
women, even to the sporting editor.

ACQUITTED

OF MURDER
OF CHINESE HUSBAND

Dec- - 19. Mrs. Charles
Chicago,
Sing, a white woman charged with the
murder of her Chinese husband, was
acquitted today when Judge McDonald took the case from the jury.
Sing, a restaurant keeper, was stabbed to death two months ago and his

wife was found unconscious nea"
him.
The principal witness for the state.'
Josie Mobelski, a maid employed by
Sing, testified today to having heard
from a nearby room sounds as of a
quarrel preceding the murder.
Counsel for the defense, declaring
that the prosecution had not made out
a case, made a motion that the woman
be acquitted and Judge McDonald so
ordered.
NO MORE SATIRE AT
WASHINGTON

DINNERS.

m.

described as "pitiful" by Representative Chandler of New York, today, before the house foreign affairs committee. He urged a favorable report on
his resolution calling on the signatory
powers to the Berlin treaty of 1878, to
enforce Roumania's observance of that
convention .which promised no discrimination because of creed or race.
Secretary Bryan, Mr. Chandler said,
was in sympathy with the resolution.
The committee took no action.

t-- .l.

the Western Transportation company,
Theodore Roche, of counsel for the
government, took the witness in hand
and drew from him an admission that
the directors of the two companies
were the same and their books were
kept in the same office.
Eight directors, officers and employes of the Western Fuel company
are on trial, charged by the govern
ment with cheating it out of full
weight and full customs dues by an
elaborate system of beating the scales.
Part of this alleged system is predicated on the manner In' which the
company has handled its coal in trans
ferring it by lighters from its pier
pockets to steamships that burned It
and the effort of the defense was to
show that the Western Fuel company
had no control over this portion of its
business.
Examination of Norcross continued
along the lines laid down yesterday.
The whole contention of the defense
was summed up in a declaration of
Stanley Moore, one of the attorneys.
"If over-run- s
constitute a fraud,
can say that every man in the coal
business of the country is guilty of
frauds."
Mr. Moore sought to establish by
the testimony of Secretary Norcross
that the annual "over runs" shown by
the books that is, the excess of coal
sold over that received was negligible in proportion to the gross business
done and was a usual phenomenon in
the trade.
1

MANY DELEGATES

PRESENTED TO
KING GEORGE

For quick results,
little "WANiy

and five men, whose identity
the secret service men refuse to
are under arrest. The counterfeiters and their den were found after
a chase extending over several months
and leading the secret service men
from the Atlantic to the Pacific. A
shack in the woods, miles from town,
housed the plant. Outwardly the hut
old afappears to be a tumble-dowfair, about ready to fall apart; inside
it was furnished luxuriantly.
lu.addition to the five .men held on
the broad charge of being suspicious
characters, two other men are sought
Numerous
by the provincial police.
complaints concerning the spurious
bills have been received from almost
every part of the Canadian frontier.
This city is believed to have been the
distributing renter of the counterfeiters.
Quebec,

al

j

PRESIDENT GOES
TO OFFICE AFTER
WEEK'S ILLNESS
Washington, D. C, Dec. 19. President Wilson came to his office today
for the first time since he was taken
ill more than a week ago. He told
friends that he felt practically as well
as ever and worked on a mass of acafter
cumulated
correspondence,
which he met the cabinet. The president has been thinking for several';
weeks about the personnel of the federal reserve board created by the currency bill and while he has not fixed
on any individuals, ho is trying to get,
the biggest possible men for the places
regardless of their political affilia'
tions.
When the cabinet meeting adjourned members said they had discussed
their departmental affairs and administration policies, but no announcements were made. It was stated that
the Mexican question was not touch-

London"' Dec.; 19. The delegates of
the twelve nations including tha
United States represented at the international conference on safety at
sea, were received by King George at
Buckingham Palace this afternoon.
Each of them was introduced and presented separately in the throne room ed on.
by Sydney Buxton, president of the
board of trade. His majesty extended
to them a most cordial greeting and WOULD
emphasized his personal interest as a
sailor In the success of the confer-

STOP ALL

"HAND MADE "

ence.

woman apparently of French nationality attempted to smuggle herself into the palace under cover of the
crowd of delegates but a policeman
stopped her. The woman protested
volubly that she was going to see
Queen Mary and created some disturbance when she was led away from the
precincts. Apparently she was not a
suffragette.
A

GERMAN OFFICER.

DISMISSED FOR

nLbnCC INCIDENT

MONEY PANICS

Washington, D. C, Dec. 19. Representative Church, Democrat, of California, introduced a bill today which
w'ould declare it to be an offense
against the government for any person "to make or circulate false
either verbally or in writing in
regard to the financial condition of
the people and business interests ot
the United States for the purpose of
bringing on a stringency in the money
market of this country, generally
known as a "money panic"
The bill would provide punishment.
' tor each offense by a fine of $5,000 and
imprisonment for not less than ten
years. Recently business conditions
in the country have been made the
subject of speeches in the house and
Rrepublicau Leader Mann charged
that Democratic legislation was responsible. Y'esterday Speaker Champ
Clark, in an address to the house, declared that there seemed to be a conspiracy on the part of Republicans to
bring on a threatening situation..
state-nien-

h

SELF GOVERNMENT FOR
SPANISH PROVINCES
Madrid, Dec. 19. Premier Dato today presented to King Alfonso for his
signature a decree Involving the prin-

For quick results, a
little "WANT."

New Mexican Want. Ads. always
it. '
extending bring results. Try
ciple of decentralization,
to
the rights of local
New Mexican Want Ads always
the Spanish provinces. The measure
generally is commented on favorably. bring results. Try it

ELKS'
THEATRE

TUESDAY, DEC. 23D.

GASKILL & MacVITTY (Inc.)
PRESENT
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Harold Bell Wright's Great Story of Humor,
Devotion and Bravery
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SHEPHERD

1 HILLS

,.;.,Aal

A Scene from "THE SHEPHERD OF THE HILLS", AT ELKS THEATER.
December 23d.
t
The story is one of the Ozark
From Shakespeare to Harold Bell
is a long jump, but no writer, tains and teaches a lesson of the
the dramatic day to that of the pie life. Its characters live and act
novelist, has attained the number of naturally; it is a play that attracts by
readers. Mr. Wright's most popular its simplicity yet holds the auditor
novel, "The Shepherd of the Hills," with breathless interest from the first
has been made into a play by its au- curtain to the last.
thor with the assistance of Elsbery W. Messrs. Gaskill and MacVitty, the
Reynolds and will be given Its first producers, are said to have given the
local presentation at the Elks Theater play an excellent cast and a very
.:. '.'i U

THE MOST POPULAR AMERICAN BOOK

moun-Wrigh-

sim-fro-

ts

Strassburg, Dec. 19. A sentence of
days' imprisonment was pronounced by a court martiat today on Lieut.
Baron von Forstner, of the Ninety-nintinfantry for cutting down with
his sabre a lame shoemaker in Zabern,
Alsace, on December 2. The charge
brought against him was "wilfull as
sault and causing great bodily harm
by the illegal use of a weapon."
Lieutenant von Forstner was the officer who brought about the recent
It will not pay you to watte your
trouble between the military " and time wrting out your legal forms,
civilian population of Zabern.
vi hen you can get them already printThe sentence of the court martial ed at the New Mexican Printing comcarries dismissal as an army officer.
pany.
43

-

s

1913.

San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 1a.
.Montreal, Dec. 19. What is believed
When David Norcross, secretary
of to
be the fountain head stream of
the Western Fuel company, testified
taday that the company's barge and counterfeit money was located today
lighterage busines was conducted by in the heart of a forest near Joliet,

JESSALYN VAN TRUMP.

"Wear your hair and your walk and
your clothes and your manners, not
according to style, but according to
your own sense of fitness, good taste
and becomingness. It's bad enough to
affect a style of hair, no matter how
unbecoming, just because it is stylish.
But when it comes to wearing a "patterned" walk it's time to think."
CHICAGO MAY TRADE
This is the "style" argument of
FOR CINCINNATI PLAYERS
Jessalyn Von Trump, leading movie
Chicago, Dec. 19. Charles T?rrzog, lady.
new manager of the Cincinnati team,
was offered today his first chance to NO EXPERTS NEEDED.
show his ability as a trader, PresiDECLARES THE JUDGE.
dent Murphy, of the Chicago Club, inre
over
look
to
Cub's
the
him
viting
19.
Dec.
Judge
Denver, Colo.,
serve list as a preliminary to a pos- - Perrv in the district court here today
deaIPresident Murphy sal refused to call expert witnesses to tes
he was not after any particular mem
as to whether certain signatures
ber of the Cincinnati
team, but tify
on the petitions to refer the legislative
thought a trade might be arranged. act creating Alamosa county were
The invitation was made over the long
The court was hearing the apdistance telephone between CL.cago forged.
for a mandamus order replication
Cincinnati.
quiring Secretary of State James B.
Pearce to call a referendum election.
EBBETTS GOES AFTER
Attorneys for Pearce contended that
TINKER WITH THE CASH.
peti1(11 names on the referendum
tions were not signed by their owners,
New York. Dec. 19. Charles H.
president of the Brooklyn base- and that with these names eliminated,
ball club, left for Cincinnati today to the petitions were insufficient. Counsel for the petitioners then asked the
close the deal for Joe Tinker.
carried with him a check for court to call handwriting experts to
$15,000, the purchase price less the t'eterflre whether or not many ot
writ$10,000 bonus for Tinker, which the the names, as charged, had been
Brooklyn club maintains it is entitled ten by the same person.
"I'll do no such thing," said Judge
to hold until the player signs a contract with Brooklyn.
Perry. "The names were so
written by the same person that a
school boy could tell it."
The hearing continued during the
afternoon.

19,

WESTERN FUEL CO.
FIVE ALLEGED
CASES STILL
COUNTERFEITERS
BEFORE COURT
ARE ARRESTED

,

LOS ANGELES REAL ESTATE
Washington, D. C, Dec. 19. PresiMEN ARE REINDICTED.
dent Wilson today approved a .report,
Los Angeles, Calif.,- Dee. 19. Chas. by Secretaries Garrison and Daniels
A. Elder, former president of the Los on the satires on administration polidinAnegels investment company, and ten cies which took place at a recentCara-boother officers and directors of the ner of the military order of the
compound of army and navy of$2,000,000 corporation, were
today by the federal grand jury on ficers.
R is understood the president will
of having made fradulent use
j charges
The new indictment make a general statement expressing
of the malls.
his disapproval and that future dinlaoea the ners will not be permitted to contain
'blanket bill upon which the eleven de-- ! such features.
It is not believed that any names
fendants were first arrested. The new
j indictment
contained four counts. Each will be mentioned or that demerits
(charged misuse of the mails by send will he charged to any individual, but
untruthful state- the statement is expected to be one of
ing through them
ments of the company's affairs in a general reprimand.
magazine issued by the defendants
themselves.
CONSIDERS BILL TO
ALLEVIATE JEWISH OUTRAGES.
ITRIAL OF DISSOLUTION
Washington, D. C, Dec. 19. CondiSUIT IS ADJOURNED. tions arising from alleged discriminaBoston, Mass., Dec. 19. The disso- tion against Jews in Roumania were

lution suit against the United Shoe
Machinery company as an alleged unlawful monopoly, was adjourned today until January 6, to permit the
court its usual Christmas recess.
Just before adjournment Albert Harrison, formerly a laster in the employ
of the Thos. G. Plant company, denied
the testimony of Frank Morrison, a
witness for the government that the
United company tried to foment a
strike at the plant factory and offered

"

MISS EDITH

NEWSPAPER EDITED
SOLELY FOR WOMEN.

DECEMBER

MADE

I

INTO A GREAT PLAY.

PREACHIN' BIIX.

Prices, 75c, $1.00 and $1.50
SEATS ON SALE AT THE REXALL DRUG STORE.

i

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

19, 1913.

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

ilimillllMIIMII

HMIIIHIi jIIIIIH
FOR RENT

Bath flange and. Electric Lights
Opposite Elks' Opera House. Price, per month. .. .$40.00
House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
22.00
Chapelle Street. Price, per month
Room House, Bath, Range and Electric Lights.
35.00
Washington Avenue. Price, per month
Room, Nicely Furnished House. Palace Avenue
Three Months, (No Children). Prioe, per month.. 50.00
House, Furnished, Good Lccatlon, Bath,
45.00
Electric Lights, Etc. Price, per month
House,

6- -

7-

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A.

BISHOP, PROP.)

PACE FIVE

NEW CHINESE MINISTER
PRESIDENT NOMINATES
FuperintendPUt John V. Conway are
LAND OFFICE REGISTERS
AND
NAMED
TO WASHINGTON
back from Ceriillos where they inveswho
Peking. Dec. Iti. Shah
tigated the scarlet fever "scare."
ARTISTIC XIMS GIFTS
was Chinese consul at ,i'w York from
leaving. Dr. Knapp. as health
Washington, D. C, Dec. 19. PresiSOCIAL CALENDAR.
Pint lo I'.hk, was appointed
under
five
today dent Wilson loday made the lollow-input
patients
physician,
Hammered
Brass
Electric
Reading
December.
Chinese minister at Washington in
iHiarantiue and Mr. Conway closed up Lamps, Hf.nd Wrought Silver
23 "The
nominations Registers of the land
Dec.
ShepTuesday,
Ui Tang.
the school.
Desk Sets in Hammered Brass succession to Cliank
ollice-M- rs.
herd of the Hills,'' drama, at Elks TheMary Wolfe Durgin. at
Cut-j
land
New
Mexican
Letter
Want Ads. always iDenver, Colo.; Joseph Binmird,
Racks, Paper
Copper,
at
atre.
Cal-- .
Rocker
Hammered
Blotters,
Ving results. Try it.
Helena. Mont.
jters,
Thursday, Dec. 25 Xnmts Night ball
Wisk
Broom
Hold
Tie
lendars,
Racks,
by Company E, of National Guard, alj
jers. Etched Match Holders, Hammered
Armory.
and
Brass Bowls and Trays,
Copper
Tuesday, Dec. 30. Miss Claude Al-- !
Belt Pins, Bar Pins, Hat Pins. Candle
commezzo
her
and
soprano,
bright,
.Sticks. Special orders made on short
pany will give concert at Scottish
notice.
Rite Cathedral, (S:3u p. m.)
Wednesday, Dec. 31. New Year n
Eve Dance ai He Vargas hatel, (be-- ,
I 25
Palace Avenue.
gins fl :)) p. in.)
January.
C
Violin recital by
Presbyterian church, will give illus-- i
Friday, Jan.
t
Prof. I. U Tello, Scottish Rite
lecture on Palestine, in the.
To-da- y
Kirl Presbyterian church. Mr. .Me-l.'eliougli spent six week traveling in
Tuesday, Jan 20 A "Denot" violin
'recital by J'rol'. I. I.. Tello. Scottish
iiit laud of the Christ some fi'.e years
:T!itf Cathedral.
ago and used the camera quite freely;
!
Jan 30Tllil.d of H, ,!)U'
npcn his journey. The slides that he'
- Fri(jay)
in recitals by
Prof. 1. h. Tello,:
will show
taken by himself ami
IScollish Kite Cathedral.
.will afford a very good introduction to
Bernard Bpitz, wlio lias been til col-- ,
;the Christmas celebration. This lec'tore will take the place of the regular
utre TKcs J
lege in the east, is back for the lioli'days and his many friends are glad to
'Sunday evening sermon and will be
Santa Fe
Albuquerque
'see him again.
free to all who core to come. An of
J".
.I'ering for missionary work will be
K. II. Oakley returned last evening
at the close of the service.
;from a business trip to Albutiuertnie.
Carl A. Ilishop left yesterday alter-- j
Cigars in, Boxes, suitable for a gift,
'all sizes and prices at Zook's. The!
noon for Carrizozo, on a business trip.
Trinidad C. de liaca returned yes-;Hexall Store.
FOR THE CONVENIENCE
OF OUR
terday from a trip to Clayton and
'MANY CUSTOMERS WHO CANNOT
Union county.
ADOLF
DOT GOODS
GO.
SHOP, DO THEIR SHOPPING IN DAY TIME
State Senator Benjamin V. Pankeyj DO YOUR CHRISTMAS
is back from a ten days' sojourn at; PING AT THE WHITE HOUSE.
joUR STORE WILL BE OPEN UN
Navel Oranges, they are well color TIL 9 P. M. THE WHITE HOUSE,
Favwood Hot Springs.
disoil, juicy and sweet, the price is cut
K. D. Tittmann, of Hillsboro,
Have You Filled a Stocking? He
in two and you get them at Andrews. ;tveen sixty and seventy donations,
trict attorney from the seventh
Hand Painted Christmas
ihave been received by the public1
district, is in the city.
too -- at Zook's Pharmacy, schools in (heir campaign to see that
Judge John H. Cotleral, of Guthrie,
MEN'S AND BOYS' READY-TO-WEA- R
lie is The Kexall Store.
thern is not an empty slocking in
Okln., is at the De Vargas,
at
evening
Exhibition
Free
Sunday
Santa Fe Christmas morning, but
holding United States court here.
ratManuel V. Vigil, one of New .Me- 7 p. in. at the Old Palace an illtist of more is needed. Among the things
Life
'"The
entitled
ed
lecture
commisxico's San Diego exposition
'now stored in Prof. Wagner's office at
All Wool Blue Serge for Men, $1 1.95
$18.
Christ," by Rev. L. W. Smith, under itlie high school are two
00 pound
sioners, is here from Albuquerque.
of
the
Sunday
Episcopal
WATCH OUR WINDOWS.
Miss Grace Williamson leaves to the auspices
sacks of Hour, several donations of po- Fifty-twbeautifully ecloreu tatoes. onions, beans, canned goods
night for HI Paso where she will be school.
the guest of Miss Marybelle Kiefer for glides will be shown.
;aa mnv other articles. Clothing is
The plants have come. Wlial wore lIso I)(,e,)ed whiiP the grocery list is
a few days.
Filadelfo Baca, assistant state su-- acceptable Christmas gift than one of no, y(,t M l)y any ,neans. Although
school closed this afternoon, the high
perintendelit of public instruction, re-- ! these, at Clarendon Harden.
KID school building will be kept open daily
DENT'S
AND
turned last niglit from several days in
FAWNES
INSURE WITH HAVWARD A,D REST CONTENT,
to 4 to receive donations un
Las Vegas.
GLOVES FOR LADIES', GENT'S AND from
WHITE til Wednesday evening.
AT
THE
Tom Dean, now with the Coombs CHILDREN
hotel at AlhiKiueriiue, and formerly HOUSE.
Your choice of a Christmas present
with the I'alace hotel of this city, is
Fourteen Hundred and Seventy-sit is
jm,,,x
.ml(,ss of jts
'
in the Ancient City today.
!(H7(1) pounds of candy "Juhnslon's
of
l)f vonl. B0()( tlls(,..
tlie Pueblo Indians, of the Cliff Dwell- County Commissioner Jose Ortiz yi To be opened in the morning,
came un from Clalisteo last night j,lrliav. the 2'Oth ). Avoid the rush
Unless you own
mill ot oiu Santa re make meal
. n44,....l
Bslltirj' jings
,
......l.-a t ...... .........
l.i'fi
unccidn ..t
v........... - ;t,j,I UlMIJl"
HIICIIU ll
CiUlJ . niii.i.a u. tha
naiuii rt tUo nntnmiaor blow
see
gifts. See them at the studio of T.
sioners at the court house.
Harmon 1' arkhurst, opposite the Mon- place. The Capital Pharmacy, inc.
iirst
The
Shows
Alvan N. White and family will leave
Sunday
picture
tezuma.
tomorrow for the Dickerson ranch picture show at the Elks theater will
near White Water, Grant county, begin at 7;:!li p. m. on bundays in- JOHN H .PEYTON IS NEW
not AFTER
NOW,
where they will spend the holidays. stead of 8 o'clock. The second show
PRESIDENT N. C. & ST. L.
at 8:30 p. m. lasting an
j. B. Wooters, deputy state bank will begin
Rooms 8 and 9, Capita! City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N M.
examiner, and his wife, left last even- hour. This new regulation will be en
Nashville, Tenn., Dec. !!. John 11.
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,' HAYWARD HAS IT.
where
they forced Sunday, December 21.
ing for Houston, Texas,
chief engineer of constructo Peyton,
will visit relatives during the holiGnagey & Ervien for a stand
of
the
and
Louisville
Nashville;
tion
convert your electric iron into a railroad, 'was today elected president
days.
Miss Mnnettfl Myers, state superin- cooking device.
of the Nashville, Chattanooga and St.
Before buying see iLotiis railway, effective April 1, 111:11,
tendent of industrial education, will
Xmas Candy
leave tomorrow for Raton, where she tne assortment quiuu.v aim ijucc "St0 succeed the lati- John W. Thomas,
with her Andrews. We hnve the largest ami Jr.
will spend the holidays
mother.
best assortment ever brought to the
In the meantime, Major K. C. Lewis,
B. F. Seggerson, rate clerk for the city.
chairman of the hoard, will serve as
week is marked .executive.
Ember Days-rT- hi'
corporation commission, returned last
MODERN AND
night from a brief trip to Albuquerque. by three "ember days" in the Homaii
ALWAYS
he having accompanied his niece, cathollc church. Wednesday, Friday
.Miss Marie Jefferies that far on her imt Saturday before Christmas are
way to Fort Worth, where she will,s(,t Hprt for special fast and abLARGE LOBBY
visit relatives.
istinence and those who do not fast
AND VERANDAS
a
PORK
the
student
at
meat
Olive
SAUSAGE
made
Miss
at the;
Thomas,
Imlt at least ahsain from eating
New Mexico state university, arrived)
rjr. Tannus, the Eye, Ear, Nose and Thomas Ranch. If your Grocer
COMFORTABLE PORCH
to
this evening
spend the holidays Throat specialist, offices in Capital hasn't it, phone us, 74 J, and
,
.
with Miss Isabel Walker who is also Cltv Hank building, telephone 52 J'. Of we'll see that you get it.
to.
SWMS and ROCKERS
i
a student at the university. Miss fice hours 9 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p. m.
Service and Cuisine
Walker returned to her home here ai Banjo, Guitars, Mandoline and Viothe Beat in the City
.
, f
lins at much reduced prices, Zook's
couple of days ago.
Ample fticilitieH Tortargre
And small banquets.
Rupert F. Asplund, chief clerk in Pharmacy, The Rexall Store.
'the educational department, Iwill
False Alarm There was a false
T.
M.D.
leave tomorrow for St. Joe, Mo., where alarm of fire at 10 o'clock this mornPRACTICE LIMITED TO
he will spend the Christmas season. ing when the fire whistle blew severBefore returning to Santa Fe he
al vigorous blasts and startled all
EUROPEAN PLAN. Meals a la Carle.
to visit the stale educational de- Santa Fe. It. was rumored that fire
SPECIAL RATES
EAR NOSE
THROAT
Room With Bath, $2.00 Up.
partments in a number of states to had broken out on Johnson street and
BY THE WEEK
study their methods of certification. the volunteers lost no time in making
Room Without Bath, $1.00 Up.
Capital City Bank Building.
James R. Garfield, son of Pres- ready to fight the Hames. Then the
ident James A. Garfield, and forme- report came that It was a "mistake."
OFFICE HOURS
in
rly commissioner of corporations
Dr. Clifford S. Losey, the Eye, Ear,
0!
and Nose and Throat specialist from Las
of commerce
the department
labor, whose reports on the manag- Vegas, will be at the DeVargas hotel
ement of the 'beef trust" and the December ISth, lflth and 2Mb, Hours
M'i
hi
hhi
oiauuaru un nasi wein wuujecio iuj " to 5 p m.
in
the city
wide discussion, arrived
ONYX AND PHOENIX SILK HOSE
last night on legal business. He isF0R GENT'S AND LADIES, EVERY
AT
THE
registered at the De Vargas.
GUARANTEED
PAIR
& GO.
H. S. KAUNE
Miss Bessie Smith, who for some WHITE HOUSE.
Oaln'o&ths past has been staying at
Children Must Get Tickets The
STOCK FOOD.
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL
hip, was in the city todav enroute to management of the Elks theater lias
hei home at Strong City. Kansas fori decided that at all entertainments Where Quality Governs the Price
UFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and pack
he holidays. She was vry much other than moving pictures, children
and Price the Quality
pleased with her brief slay in the must have TICKETS to be admitted.
Ancient City.
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
The new rule will be enforced DecemMisB Claribel Fischer, who is in her
ber 2:: when "The Shepherd of the
second year at Colorado College, Colo Hills" will be
presented at the Elks.
rado Springs, Colo., arrived home last By the new arrangements youngsters
Phone Black
with
to
the
"bone Black
spend
holidays
evening
will have seats of their own and thus
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Adolph comfort to their parents and those sit
inserter.
near them.
Dr. David Knapp and County School ting
Music Lessons Prof. I. I,.
who has studied in Berlin, w'il be
ENJOY IT TO THE FULL!
pleased to give lessons in vio'in,
A LITTLE HOME
Terms or. applicaand
us
of your
FOR VOUR FAIRV tion. Phone piano.
of
255 W., residence
"What-to-eatUrrv- "
Frank Plomteaux, 114 Cernllos street,
Santa Fe.
Will
it all be "JIM CRACKS"
Balloons For the Little Folks Two Tell us
Groceries you
Christmas rriornirg or will it be some- hundred rubber balloons to be given
need
we'll deliver
whole family away Saturday afrernoon by the Cap
thing to make the
in a
happy?
ital Pharmacy. Not necessary to make
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Money on real estate and other securities.
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loan list it with me. If you want to buy a good first mortgage or a
:
suggestions
your savings in a little home of your time.
high class security call on me.
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Canned Peas
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They are better than the
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French Imported.
flock of children spend more each
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Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
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& GO.
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
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variety at Andrews.
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A Free Trip Through Palestine-Sun- day
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Christmas Presents!
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MAKE A GOOD, SENSIBLE GIFT!
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Santa Fe Hardware & Supply

Co.

Everything In Hardware.
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W. H. WICKHAM
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JOSEPH

saHENRY KRICKe
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LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.

water.
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-
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THE STAR BARN
-

W. A. WILLIAMS,

- PROPRIETOR.

TWO AND FOUR HORSE OUTFITS.

at the Ancient City's Pride,

The Real Article
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Hack and Baggage Lines. Entire Stable
stocked. Best Rigs you can get.
PONIES.

Always Stop

-

GENERAL LIVERY
SADDLE

cannot burn
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away,
B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
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F.TANNUS,

Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
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CHRISTMAS!
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mC CHRISTMAS
PRESENTS' IN OUR.

WONT
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LOOK.

Let

OUR HARDWARE STORE IS JUST THE PLACE TO BUY SENSIBLE,
USEFUL CHRISTMAS GIFTS. SILVERWARE, CARVING SETS, TABLE
POCKET KNIVES, SHAVING SETS, LITTLE WAGONS, AND
CUTLERY,
A THOUSAND AND ONE THINGS WILL MAKE PRESENTS EVERY MEMBER OF YOUR FAMILY AND YOUR FRjIENDS
DON'T
WILL LIKE;
THROW YOUR MONEY AWAY BUYING SOME TRASHY PRESENT, BUT
COME TO US AND BUY A SENSIBLE GIFT.
.

HARDWARE

WOOD-DAVI- S

"IF IT'S

14.

HARDWARE
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IT."
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President.
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B. LAMY,

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.
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President

M. Cutting
M. Stauffer
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Dally, par qaartar, fey mall
Dally, per quarter, by earrltr

15.00
W.50

Weekly, tlx monlht

C1.00

Thie bank has given time and money without stint to make the greatest
provision for the convenience of its patrons, so that they may transact their
banking business in all its branches with the maximum of facility and the
minimum of trouble or annoyance.
Its large,
banking room,
easy of access, its
vault, Its storage spaces and its arrangement for the work
of the employes admirably fit us for the prompt and efficient
despatch or
all business entrusted to us.
In addition to conducting its business in accordance
with approved
banking principles, It has been tested by more than
years of ex- -

The most beautiful time of the entire year on the Upper" Pecos, The
conditions are ideal for Horseback Riding, Hunting, Tennh
sports.
Playing and all out-do-

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per year, by mall
Dally, tlx months, by mall
Weakly, per year

Modern Banking

tg)

General Manager

J. Wight Glddlngs

19, 1913.
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to be accomplished by the association
THE FIRST NATIONAL
which has these objects in view. II EUGENICS THE FASHION
BANK OF SANTA FE
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who
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object
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"Idling your time away?"
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whatever.
"Yes,
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when
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Stronger
Than his
Stomach

THE DAILY DOINGS
IN HUE DEMING;
Owning. N. M., Dec. in. Tile Hem
ing Lodge Order Eastern Star install
ed the following ollicers Tuesday evening:
Worthy Matron, Mrs. Catherine
Munson; Worthy Patron, Col. L. J.
Carter: Associate Matron, Airs.

Sherman;

On
the Road at Night
You need a lantern that won't shake to
pieces,

won't flare, smoke or blow out the RAYO.
Easy to light, easy to clean and rewick; safe,
durable and handy.
Four dealer sells and recommends them.
THE CONTINENTALin OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated

Cheyenne

Denver

Butte

Pueblo

1

Colorado)

Bnfs

AlbuquerqueSa!t Lake
CltT

gZJ

NEWS OF THE STATE

and now from the roots again there is
a growth of green shoots. Had the
land been irrigated after the first
crop was harvested it might have been
slate that the derrick at the Terry that the second crop would have been
and the latter
harvesting
well is all spattered up with oil as if worth
there had been a blowout and it is growth would have made good winter
rumored that oil is showing up in .fine pasturage. Just what this growth of
oats indicates we do not. know, but
shape on both the Terry and Okla- homa leases. No definite information jiuiure experiments inigni snow tnai
could be gained, however, from those a sec0Ild croP coul(i e grown that
MrArner
hV0lll1 yield fair'y weI1in charge. Dayton Informer.
jand Mr. Card are plowing this ground
ten inches deep and we anticipate that
Amputation Fatal.
incur t vouf wo MifM hn nrilrt in ntalra
' , twfr, '? 4,
a
,
Spanish-- !
Creuz Manzanares,
Thov will nultivnto
liv tlioeo mon
by a Santa Fe engine Friday while at the
Waterbm.y ,an(1 just smUh of tne
wu.. Buuvn.iiBm.ow
"c townsite. Columbus Courier.
slue iracits at (Jiero anu suuereu lue
amputation ot one or ms teet, rrom tne
shock of which he died Friday night MYSTERIOUS WAS
ne runerai
at tne Miners' Hospital.
THE ANIMAL WITH
was held Sunday from the home in
East Raton, with interment in Fair- A STRANGE LIGHT
mount cemetery. Raton Range.
.
More Oil Showing.
Those who have been out by opera-lion- s
of the Pecos Valley Oil and Gas
company, northeast of town recently,

.

j

i

Conductress,

.Mrs.

Alice Barracks;
Associate Couduct- re.-ss-,
Miss Jowilla Walking; Secretary,
Mrs. Edw. Pennington; Treasurer,
.Mrs. Aciisa Field; Kuth, .Mrs. Julius
liosch; Ada. Mrs Richard Hudson;
Esther, Mrs. W. W. ISarracks; Martha,
Mrs. .1. J. Jacobsen;
Electa, Mrs.
I'ryor Nuun: Organist, Mrs. 1). .1.
Olsen; Marshal, Mrs. John Stensou;
Warder, Mrs. ,las. I'plon; Sentinel,)
Thos. Hudson.
Luncheon was served
'following the installation of officers.

Fanners south of Deming have ID
names on their petition for rural free
delivery, which has been presented to
Postmaster Foulks who will forward it
to the proper authorities at Washing
tion. They could obtain 30 or Hi more
names by extending Ihe route a little
further, but as the country is becoming thickly settled it will be necessary'
to establish other routes to accommodate the farmers in that direction.
Other routes extending in other directions will be opened up in the spring.
Henry liirtl, local manager of the
Mountain States Telephone company,
is wearing a handsome courtesy badge
on the lapel of his coat, because of
meritorious service, and the courteous
manner in which he treats the patrons
Miss Daley, chief
of the company.
operator, likewise wears a courtesy
badge for the same reason, and if
oilier employes of the Deniiug exchange keep up their good records
others will be worn in Deming.
J. T. Leonard and daughter, Mrs
H.
G.
Push, left Wednesday for
Gainesville, Texas, to spend the holi
days. They were accompanied as far

The Medical Adviser by
At. D., Buffalo, N. Y. answers hosts

It. V. Pierce,

of delicate

questions

about which every man
or woman, single or mar
ried ought to know. Sent
free on receipt of 31
stamps to pay for
wrapping and mailing.

one-ce- nt

nihil to have ijyppops'r. em' !:'
tail. One s f lamina ior.
Jilness find etrctijjth of mind or n'ne
the
Wood, and the blood in turn,
depend upon
requires a healthy stomach, for the stomach is the
whore (lie food S ditrestetl and such ele- tnents are taken no or assnm ated which make
blood. In confluence all the orpins of the body,
such as heart, lungs, liver and kidneys, as well as
the nervou9 system, feel the bad elfect if the stom- aeh is deranged.

T
E

KT l!ie fiftfc-s- t

strength

iiig said tule and such other expense
jus may he connected therewith. The i
successful bidder shall make a leposit
at the time of the sale of not less;
than .l iiiifi.'m to pay for such
p(.11S(,s. ,,av fol. ,lnib;.r. ,,1c. aua R,lch
FOR KENT 1 room house oppo
to
amounts so paid shall he fo.feit.-sile Elks opera house. Path electric
,ll? s,i'10 " llu' successful bidder fails
Watson & Co.
to enter into a contract with the state lights and range. O. (.'.
within thirty days after it lias been;
or six room
FOIl RENT Three
received by him. said contract to pro.
furnished or unfurnished. Ap(Vide for the cutting and scaling and; house,
measurement of said timber and Ihe ply D. S. l.owitzki, 220 San Francisco.
payment of the expenses thereof, and
that said successful bidder shall pav
such additional amounts to the stalt
loud office as shall he necessary to
'pay for (he cutting of timber, and as
'called for by the state land office, and
such other conditions, obligations, res- jeivntioiis and terms as may be re-quired by law.
Each of the tracts as described lu re- J THE MERRiAM
WEBSTER
in will be offered scpartely.
The ComTho Only New unabridged dicmissioner of Public Lands, or his
tionary in many years.
agent holding such sale, reserves the Contains tho
pith and essence
lo
bids
and
all
at
right
reject any
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
'
'tracts referred to shall have been signbook.
single
ed and scaler duly appointed and ar
Tho Cny Dictionary with the
rives on the ground.
A'ew XHvidcd 1'uge.
Witness my hand and the official
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
seal of Hie state land office, Ibis U'th
600O Illustrations. Cost nearly
day of November, 1H1".
half a million dollars.
HOBEKT P. ERVIEN.
(SEAL.)
Let us tell you nbout tht.i most
Commissioner of Public Lands.
remarkable sinclo volume.
''" "" "lJJ " ""MH VV rite for sample
Ry MATEO UMAX, Assistant
A pa, ci, full par- mlssioner.
V?
j

v.'Ul soon

j

Br. Plegree's GoMen
Medical Discovery

helps the stomach to diges t food properly, starts the
liver into new activity, removing tbo poison." from (lie
blood, snd the various organs get rich, red blood, instead of
illy nourished. The refreshing influence
of this extract of nativo medicinal plants has been
favorelily known for over 40 years. Everywhere
some neighbor can ti ll you of Ihe good it has dons,

'

WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL

j

boid by u!J medicine dealers in llnuld or tablet form;
or send fiO one-- ci lit ct umrxs In Dr. Picrc.--, Ii.vallds'
. trial box wUl be laalicd you.
Hotel, X".:ii,a'.o,

DICTIONARY
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MR. PANKEY DESCRIBES
"CURE" FOR RHEUMTISNlZllEJmTXZl
"New Mexico is to be congratulated
"Drink lots of the water, which
on having a place where the rheumatic cleanses the system. The external
may bid farewell to his aches and bath opens the pores and the lake of

pains," said State Senator llenjamin water taken into the stomach cleanses
V. Pankey on his return
last night them. Do you get the angle?
"A good appetite is the result and
from Faywood Hot Springs, in Grant
we answer the call of hunger with
county.
eats.' The rest of the time, is
"I went down to those springs ten
in reading they have hundreds
spent
a
in
knee
with
my right
pain
days ago
which reminded me of a compound of magazines to arouse interest and
I
tooth ache.
haven't got any now. resting, and above all, in freedom from FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
.
The remarkable thing about it. all is worry."
And so you were allowed a little
MASONIC
that I did not have to starve myself;
almost to death to part company with meat?" asked the interviewer shock
Montezuma
Lodgo
ed at the smashing of some of the veg
the rheumatism,"
No. 1, A. !'. & A. M.
etarian theories about rheumatism's
"And what is the secret of this new cause.
CommunRegular
ication first Mondav
cure?" was asked.
"'A little meat?" echoed the senator.
of each month at
"Hot water baths and plenty of good "It was more than a LITTLE. We had
Masonic
Hall
f0l)d '"eluding five kinds of meat a live kinds at each meal duck, rabbit,
at
: :::o
day," he replied. "All this talk about mutton, pork, beef. Maybe we had
E. fit. PACL, W. M.
nieat causing rheumatism seems fool jBix kilH,M,
tostrd mighty good to
.on
e. n ne. i iiiivc f,.;u- - mi uuHi. m(i
t
mere CHAS. K. LINXEV. Secreary.
mucti.
UPt,
Here is what wo rheumatics did at the were 0 hatchet faced invalids at that
4 f
Sanla Fe Chapter No.
'dinner table. No sir, we were on the
springs:
second
convocation
"Stay in the witter as hot as It bub- Job when it came, to balhing and wa
Monday of each month
hies up from the earth 117 degrees ter drinking and we were on the job
at Masonic Hall at 7:M0
don't
I reckon is the temperature
for; when ihe dinner bell rang.
p. in.
know
how
would
I
bath
The
othersam
it
affect
""""J l.ll.".l:r
J. A. MASSIE,
taKcn two ana a nan nours aner leinng my own anu some oi my 0(1111- H. P.
AUTIICR S ELK! MAN
breakfast.
panions' experiences.'
Secretary.
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wil spend a few days in the Pass cily.
CARDS
Otto Smith, of St. Andrews, Fla.,
one of the original old timers of Dem
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
ing, has just presented through Mayor
1
rnvhott :i v,,rv fin eiihinrr of valll- - i
j
I
ol,!
n,l.,or,.ld In tlto Miamhur- rf enlTl.
EDWARD P. DAVIES
j
merce. Not only are the miners of!
City Attorney.
j
great value, but there are many fos
Capilal City liank Building
sils and other specimens that are of
llooins 1 N
"
Santa Fe New Mexico.
j
New York, Dec. 19. Many pedes- - value. It Is by far the most valuable
Santa l e omiiuiudery i
with lacerny.
'HELLO GIRLS' ARE
Gentleman Burglar.
K.
T.
No.
1,
trains who have passed the vicinity cabinet of minerals in southwestern
Kegular
Burton offered a new stunt in the
It was discovered yesterday morn- - lof MosnoIu Park, below Gnu Hill road, New Mexico, if not in the whole state.
Chas R. Easiey
ROBBER
ristrA com lave fourth Mon- - "a r. easiey,
gentle art of breaking showcases. Hp
In this connection, it is Interesting to
EASLEY & EASLEY
at
month
in
each
ing that the Elite Cigar store had been !in the Bronx, ,late at night, have
(lav
jhad a copper mallet, carefully padded
Attornevs-at-Laof $4.50 cash and a safe e- -j ported to the Kings Bridge Police note that the Associated Press report- - j
M..un,.t. ij .. ,,t
Pittsburgh, Dec. 111. On a charge: with a towel, that he used on tho plato
Practice in the Courts and before
m.
longing to Harry Jaffa that was !n th3 gtatj0n, thrilling stories of a myster-stor- e ed the death of the son of Mr. Smith,
This deadened the crash and
had been broken into- - Monday jjoug were-wol- f
creature that they have who was said to be sailing off the of entering a building with the Intent! glass.
WESLEY
CONN'OIt, ,li, E. C. jLaiul Department.
"
.,,ut, .m o, a .,ee o, W K CiftirKIV (). Hocorder.
Land Grants and Titles examined.
night. It is thought that the burglar beheld roaming the lonely sections coast of Alaska, but information of a to commit a felony, Robert Morris,:"'1
h
sul"wilJli
he
8,888
h,t
Santa Fe, N. M., branch ollice, Es'au- recent character has developed the aged 29, a shoemaker of Sacramento, .
allowed himself to be locked up in the 0 tne parij way.
4.4.4,4.4,4.4,4.
'
was another boy by thecal., was held for court under $1,000
Santa re Lodge ot Per- '
cia, N. M.
pool room. He went out of the back
T16 animars eyes Bieamed with a fact that it
The showcase contained several
fee-lioNo., 1. 1 It ll (le- door thougn.
cigars were nussea. p(Ue uiercing Ugllti they declare, that same name, which fact is very pleas at the Allegheny police station.
hundred dollars' worth of cutlery and
j
gree. Ancient and AcGEO. W. PRICHARD
Morris was arrested in the telep- The burglar also cut out the glass respnll)led
nhosohorescence in the ing to the friends of the Smith family
The stuff was
noveltiej.
cepted Seollish Rite of
and Counsellor-at-Lajiione building of the Pittsburgh and holiday to
panel of the rear of the Brown Buffet wake of ships at sea. Others added in Deming.
Attorney
brought
police headquarters and
Free Masonry meets on
and crawled through and took two that the animal's teeth struck sparks
John S. Withers, of Horse Cave, Allegheny Telephone company, Park nut
Practices in all the District Cot
in Captain
office,
at
month
of
Marquardt's
each
ith(
third
Monday
a
and
glasses of whisky. Its strange thing as it bounded by them, hamping its Ky has arrived in the Mimbres valley way mid Wicser street, North Side, where that officer hud a lot ol
special attention to ciu
sport 7.o0 0',.iorl in the evening in the New beforegives
for an indefinite period, and is very jnfter it was alleged he had attempted
the State Supreme Court.
though that ne?.rly a quart of old Har- jaws.
with
uninitiated
them
knives
Icathedral.
Kite
ohoring
Scottish
!to rob the pay telephone station.
Visiting
Office: l.aughlin Bldg., Sanla Fe, N
per was left on the counter after tak
All In all, the distart part of the much pleased with conditions.
and razors as Christmas presents.
Masons are cordially invited to attend.
When
Bronx took to staying in nights and
ing the drinks. Roswell News.
Morris started lo (aniper
Bradford Leford, of Greeley, Colo.,
C. AHUOTT, 32',
E.
DR. W. HUME BROWN . .
and F. E. Morgan, of Wyoming, are! with the money box, it sounded the ARBITRATION TREATY
keeping sharp eyes on the children.
Venerable Masier.
Better Next Year.
Dentist.
Captain 'Matt' Mekeon finally is- among the latest arrivals in the city, j burglar alarm upstairs, and the two
A.
CHAS.
WITH NETHERLANDS
SIGNED.
WHEELON, Secy.
the ani
The stockholders' of the Hagerman sued instructions to round-u- p
night telephone operators, Miss An-Over Spitz Jewlery Store.
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Irrigation
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ing Tuesday and elected directors for plaints began to jfconie come from
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the ensuing year as follows: Harry persons
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Cowan, G-- L. Truitt, Geo. W. Losey, Mosholu Park Way.
iing with the money box Miss O'Con- - signed a trety providing that any
And by Appointment.
holds its regular
between
the
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United
States
Sam McKinstry and N. S. West. The
... null slipped down stairs and locked question
session on the secEary in the morning Mounted Poo
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cannot
the
regular
the doorf cuttin off M()rrig. mean8 of
newly elected directors met Wednes- liceman McKiernan saw four men
ond
and fourth
T. F. TAN N US, M. D.
anu lliejauire uepa. ii.ieut of the escape.
bettered by diplomacy shall be subday and elected Harry Cowan presi- lurking in the shadows In the loneliest an
of each
Wednesday
held
was
club
yesWoman's
Fe
Santa
Specialist in
mitted for investigation to an inter
officers
Morris
dent; Sam McKinstry, vice president, part of the boulevard. He chased
arrived
the
When
month. Visttingj
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
afternoon. The subject was
terday
of five members.
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commission
and W. A. Losey, secretary-treasure1
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of
in
one
As
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of
them.
found
one
was
invitand caught
brothers are
hiding
Hours: 9 to 12 a. m., 2 to 4 p. m
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The affairs of the company are in ex- about to put handcuffs on his man American Poetry, and Mrs. B. Z.
At the hearing he said that ho,
ed and welcome.
Office: Capital City Bank Build!
was in charge of the after- ways.
cellent shape, and despite the fact he heard a snarl and his right leg
to
but
the
not
rob
box,
was
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Coffoo
trying
Phone r,2-.Santa Fe, N. M.
that the Felix siphon was out of com- was .gripped as .though in a vice. noon. She read a well prepared paper was calling a number. He gave a tele-- ,
Exalted Killer,
mission for several weeks during the Writhing about, the policeman saw a on the subject, which inlerested her phone number on the Bell phone. He
E. C. Bt RKE,
A poor
own
THE MAN WHO NEGLECTS
HIM
summer, the year has been better than huge phosphorous-coverenip of coffee at
hound hearers greatly. "Each in his
said the skeleton key found on him
Secretary. '
SELF.
miglit have been expected. Prepara- chewing viciously at his leather leg- tongue," by Herbert Carruth, she said was for the front door of the place
j
lu'eakfast may lie tin? ini-eJeWhen his condition points to kidney
had been one of her favorite from he boarded at in Forbes street. He
tions are being made to construct a
Fe
Santa
Camp!
gings. McKiernan lunged at the aniM.
high mal with his nightstick and landed a childhood, and it was not until she said the "jimmy" thai he carried, and!
siphon which will withstand
W. A.I trouble takes an unwise risk. Back
r.511,
came to Santa Fe that she found that which was
water and drawbacks from that cauBe blow on Its head. The dog
of a cloud 1 hat jjtows
meets first Monday ache, pain and soreness over the kiddropped.
big enough to open a safe,
of .1. A. CarDoor
will he obviated in the future. TTager-- .
of each month, Odd neys, nervous or dizzy spells.
he used in his trade.
McKiernan hurried off to the station the author was a brother
of the after
man Messenger.
Vis- sleep, are all symptoms that will dis
into a thunderstorm beFellow's Hall.
with his prisoner. When he came ruth of this city. The hit
five weeks
came
here
He
said
he
appear with the regular use of Foley
the noon came when she recited "The ago from Indianapolis, hid. His story
back with two other officers
iting neighbors
Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
Music Makers," by O'Shaugnessey to
The Braves and Booze.
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fore
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done.
hound was missing.
contradictday
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was very conflicting and
and bladder in a clean, strong and
Miss Florence Brown accom
Consul.
music,
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Night Marshal Chas. Chrlstman arthe
held
Breen
alleged
Magistrate
ed himself several times. The girls
healthy condition. Sold by The Capi-a- )
rested two Navajo braves. In some footpad for trial.
panying her on the clubs grand piano positively identified him as the man
There's the seed of a A. E. P. ROBINSON, Clerk.
Pharmacy.
Leaf." Miss
by playing "An Album
build-.way they had gotten hold of a little
'
that they had seen enter Ihe
F. W. FARMER
Brown's playing was encored and she
too much inspiration and they went EUGENICS THE FASHION
ing.
Subscribe for the Santa
New
sunny mood in Schilling's
Homestead
out into the middle of the street and
JUST NOW. responded with "On the Wings of
Mexican, the pper that boons all
declared war upon the white race and
Song." Following the reading of the
Host.
hood of Amer- the time and works fcr the upbuild.
from there proceeded to exterminate
paper, there was a general discussion, TINKLE OF
( Continued from page six.)
Ing of our nw Stat
ican Yoemen.
which proved very interesting. The.
it. They fathered a large number of
Preserved in its aroma; Mb,
ROBBER
second
Meets
large rocks together and then started in one generation. He did it by the attendance Was small, probably due to
21-and
lb cans; cleanly
and fourth Mon-- d
to hurl thsm at the buildings of down same operation that makes scrubs of the fact that the club also met Wed
a ys of each
granulated moneyback.
town. They were fully determined to people by starving and unsheltering. nesday, and lo the added circumstance
Detroit, Dec. 19. The tinkle of
month at the
revenge th9 recent defeat of the chief The people need better food, better that the holiday season is impending. broken glass brought two patrolmen
Firemen's Hall.
PUBat Beautiful mountain. When they shelter, better schools, not better A suggestion has been made which to the James Watersou jewelry store, NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
H. Foreman, R. L. Baca,
started the disturbance Chas. Christ-ma- breeding. The eugenlsts of the saner may be carried out next year that is 178 Jefferson avenue in time to see a LIC SALE OF STATE TIMBER.
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
to man reaching into a showcase for its
Santa Fe, N. M., Nov. 12, 1913.
happened to be a short distance sort favor some plan for eliminating that the club program be extended
Notice is hereby given that, puraway, put a hammerlock on one and from the blood streams of the race include May of each year, and the contents.
Santa Fe Lodge
and month of December be omitted.
on the other and march- the taint of
a half-Nelso-n
When the robber saw the policemen suant to the provisions of an act of
No. 2, Knights of
ed them up to the city dungeon. When some allied things. If not carried too
he started to run, but was overtaken congress approved June 20, 1910, the
meets
searched it was found that they were far, this is defensible. But if the
Work tor toe New Mexican, It ll and arrested. At the station he gave laws of the state of New Mexico and
every Second and A.
&
well supplied with ammunition, that whole mass of the people were well working' for you, for Santa Fe and his name as Thomas Burton, 26 yais the rules and regulations of the state
Fourth Friday o!
is charged land office, the Commissioner of Public
some good citizen had given them. educated, prosperous and in that state the new Btate.
old, Eastern hotel. He
month
at
the
i
Lands will offer at public sale, to the
One .had eight half pints and the other of development which is quite posTIME TABLE
o'clock r ni.
highest bidder, at 10 o'clock a. m., on
had four half pints of the snakiest sible, the evils of the marriage defecin
K.
of
Meeting
the
28th
would
ever
be
Wednesday,
of
a
descendants
day
sampled by police mag- tives and their
whisky
January,
P.
over To Be Effective.December 7, 19H.
in
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istrate.

attended to by enlightened opinion.

Gallup Independent.

Might Be Two Crops.
.T.
A. Arner brougnt into the office
this week some oat stubble roots that
The field
showed unusual growth.
from which the roots were pulled up
was planted in oats last spring and
the field was mowed and the crop
harvested when it was ripe. From
the stubble left in the field a growth
started up and on this a second crop
matured some time in the fall; this
was not cut out iue grain iiuuu.e.)

HALF A MILLION TO
CELEBRATE 100 YEARS PEACE.

Washington, D. C, Dec. 19. A monstate along the
ument in each
Canadian boundary to mark the line
and commemorate one hundred years
of peace between the United States
and Great Britain was proposed in a
bill today by Senator Jones, of Washington, which asks a $500,000 appro
priation for the purpose.

FA THER KVPPERS IS NEW
PASTOR OF 6HAPERITO
The Rev. Peter Kuppers, assistant tion as assistant at Guadalupe church,
the Cathedral ot St. Francis, has succeeding Father Hartmann. Later
been appointed by the archbishop the!"" he carae
thf thedral and has
new pastor of the parish of Chaperito. ?,ef verJ a,ctive. ". the ca,U8 of
the city.
Father Kuppers succeeds Father e
men- - It
with the
la
was through his efforts that the local
of Chaperito recently owing to ill council
of the Knights of Columbus
was formed here.
.s a
one.
of
large
Chaperito
pansh
wh(J came
Rev pather CanQ
The church is 25 miles east of Las
SwItzer,an(, a few months ag0
Vegas
with Chancellor BobBt, has been ap-On arriving in Santa Fe over a rear pointed assistant at the Cathedral to
';upper was given a posi-- succeed Father Kuppers.
j

at
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"
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SCHOOL DAYS.
BY

ALIMAN

1914,
the town of Tierra Amarilla,
county of Rio Arriba, in front of the
court house therein, the matured timber on the lands described, viz:
Sections 1G and 32, Township 31
North of Range 1 East, Section 32.
Township 32 North of Range 1 East,
Section 36, Township 32 North of
Range 1 West and Section 2, Township
31 North of Range 1
West, N. M. P.
SI., subject to the following terms and
conditions:
Such matured timber shall be not
less than twelve inches In diameter inside of the bark, three feet from the
butt. The price offered shall be on
the stumpage basis and the successful
bidder shall agree to pay for the employment of a scaler during the time
said timber is being cut. Measure
ment to be made at the time of cutting and payments lo be made the
slate land office from time to time
in accordance with measurements as
made by said scaler. Said scaler to
be employed by the state land office
but payment therefor to be made by
the successful bidder.
No price or bid will be accepted for
less than two dollars ($2.00) per one
thousand feet, board measure, stump-agbasis, the successfu bidder also
agreeing to pay the expense of scaler,
as herein specified, the costs of appraisement and advertising and hold- -

T

Hill
All visiting
are most

Kaune's store.

Knights
cordially invited.
II. F. STEPHENS, C. C.
RELVGARDT, K. of R. and S.

A.
1 1

I I

1

1

1 1

I I I I I I I I I I I

f

UNION OF AMERICA.
FRATERNAL
Lodge No. 25S, holds it regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Firemen s hall at 7:30 p. m.

Visiting brothers are invited and
come.
BENITO ALARID. President
DAVID liONZALES, Secrttaiy.

wel- -

Santa Fe Lodge
meets
regularly
ery Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting broth-- :
s always welcome.

lllllllllltlllllllllllllll
K. OF C,

No. 1707,

Fe Council
Knights of

Columbus. Reg u a r
meeting the second
and fourth Mondays
of each month at the
1

e

K of

Hall.
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Grand Knight.
JOHN J. KENNY, Financial Sec'y.
C.

Santa Fe 8:10 a. m. to connect with No. 3 westbound and
No. 10 eastbound
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 11:45 a.
Leave

m.
No. 3

carries passengers to Albuquerque, locally, and to Pacific
Coast Points.
Leave Santa Fe 3:20 p. m. to connect with No. 1 westbound, and
No. 2, eastbound, connecting at
"Cut-off- "
with
Albuquerque
train for Clovis and Pecos Va'-leFf in,s
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 5:55 p. j
y

ODD FELLOWS,
No. 2. I. O. O. F.I

Santa

S. F. R'Y

m.

Leave Santa Fe 6:20 p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound carrying El Paso aleper; also Mo.
No. 4 eastbound.. .No. 4 take passengers for Chicago and Kansas
City Dally and for Denver Wednesdays and Saturdays.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 8:35 p.
m.

Leave Santa Fe.8:50 p. m. to connect with No. 8 eastbound, and
No. 9. westbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe 12:30 a.
m.

PASSENGER

DEPOT PHONE

42

W.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
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F.aAN DREWS

SUCCESSOR TO NEW NlEXICO

Grocery, Bakery and Market.

Auto

Delivery

Every Hour!

CENTRAL INCORPORATES
ot the CJulf,
New Mexico
Pacific Railway coin-- !
pany were Hied with the state cor
iporation commission this afternoon.
'The captial stock is given as $12,000,
O0O and the Incorporators
are W. S.
Hopewell and 12. V. Dobson, of Albu-nner(iie; W. A. Dueller, of Hillsboro,N. M.; Herbert Green and C. B. WinE. W. Dobson Is
ston, of Chicago.
given aB the statutory agent.
The purposes ot the company as
given In the incorporation papers Is to
buid or acquire immediately main
papers

g-

A MERRY XMAS

Phone No. I

( AND A

HAPPY NEW YEAR

plloneNo--

ANDREWS

4

j

J Showing decorations to delight the eye are now displayed at
my store. There are articles to appeal to everyone Steins,
.Smoking Sets, Tobacco Jars, Card Cases', Vases, etc. The
J prices are reasonable. Please call to see the China Articles
before the best pieces have been sold.

: H. C. YONTZ, JEWELER,

SAN

STREET.

Santa Claut made no mistake, calling at "YOUR RELIABLE HARD
WARE STORE." Santa Claus is a shrewd buyer; you will make no
mistake by following his example. They are headquarters for the following:
CHAFING DISHES AND TRAS. PERCOLATORS, COMMUNITY
SILVER WARE, KNIVES AND FOtKS, TEA SPOONS AND TABLE
SPOONS, CARVING SETS, BOY'S BICYCLES
COASTER
BRAKE
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT, BOV'S WAGONS AND SLEDS, BOY'S
RIFLES AND SHOT GUNS, ROLLER AND ICE SKATES, DAISY AIR
.
RIFLES.

...

And many other things In the Hardware line
appropriate

mas presents.

yesterday was the admission of rest(dents of Koswell and" Farmington,
who hope for extensions of the .rsew
Mexico Central to these towns, into
the meeting. They were reticent as
to whether Mr, Green and his asso- 'dates had given Uiem any definite
assurance of extension.
Although the sessions have been
shrouded in unusual secrecy so far,
a report purporting to have leaked
out yesterday was to the effect that
incorporation papers for the syndicate, which has for its purpose the
acquisition of the New Mexico Central, had been drawn, and would be
filed soon with the state corporation
commission at Santa Fe. The report
could not be verified.
last night
Mr. Green's statement
that he probably would receive re
ports tonight, carries the inference
that the conference, which has been
under way since Wednesday morning,
would come to an end tonight.

for Christ-

The Reliable Hardware Store.
mi

?

? if

i
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DEFINITE NEWS
(N NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL COMING
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scarf veils.
beautiful
NOVELTV RIBBON
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lines and branches from Pariniugtoii
V
in YTfiV
If tl...tinli
IImiiiiiiiI'iiiiq
larty and fio.n Sahta Fe to Roswell by
of Torrance, with a branch line
Hasan from a point on the line be
tween Moriarty and Albuquerque.
This is undoubtedly the project
which is to take over the New Mexico
Central concerning which conferences
have been held in Albuquerque for the
past two days, and on which certain
persons have been working for
months.
cost
The Incorporation
papers
$1213.80 for filing fees.

Handsome Plumes,

A

PIECES,
n or
pFa'

"

j

v
hich will make an
Oant gift ; also many otherarti-t- o
cles I carry will make Xmas gifts

I

Blooming Plants or Xmas I
The Clarendon Garden,
PUnNF 19
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ele-wa-

W
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MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.

per cent is expended in building roads
and trails for the benefit of the public.
About $387,000 will be available tor
the states during the current year
from last year's receipts, besides
provided for in the road fund.
and Ifiiiacio IS. Garcia, all of Jarales.
Altogether, including special funds to
Arizona and New Mexico, the uatlonal
Conditions Improved.
According to traveling men, condi- forests provided nearly $Sli7,000 to be
tions in the depot at French have been expended for the benefit of .tho states
considerably improved following sev in which they are situated.
eral complaints .to the corporation'
commission. It Is cleaned frequently!
Supplement About Ready.
The supplement to Kanen's corpora- fire is handy for the passengers;
are waiting to take the train. Tliejtion laws is now in the press, and will
commission has received complaints soon be available. It brings the corthat there was no fire In the depot at poration, irrigation and mining laws
Springer on several very cold days, of the state up to date.

The conference in progress here
for two days, between Herbert Gre:.j,
a Chicago financial1, and others
o
forested in the New Mexico Cent-iljwhrtihoad, is expected to bear tangibleresults by tonight, says the AlbuquerMr. Green said at the
que Journal.
close of yesterday's session that he be- Tax Rolls in.
Traveling Libraries.
lieved he would be able to give a
Taos county and Grant county tax
The state educational department
statement to newspapers tonight. Re-- 1
garding yesterday's conference he had rolls were received by the traveling t0(ay shipped to theBchool at Playes,
auditor yesterday, while the McKinley ciranl ,.0unty, one of the five traveling
nothing to say.
These
a
in the negotiations county rolls will have to go back for m.raries which it possesses.
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Fine Christmas Gift !

19, 1913.

Christmas Suggestions
OCEANS OF THEM ON SALE AT

$235,-OO-

CHINA

HAND-PAINTE- D

rt: b

A

Auto Djlivjfv Every Hour

Incorporation

Wishing You

HATS

OFFICIAL.

DECEMBER

FRIDAY,

New Incorporation.
The Jarales Trading company, of
Jarales, Valencia county, has filed Incorporation papers with the state cor-

The capital
poration commission.
stock is $30,000 divided into $20
shares and the company starts business with $2,000 subscribed. The
concern will conduct a general mercantile, flour milling and butcher busi- ness at Jarales. The incorporators
laud directors are J. D. Cordova, who
lis the statutory agent, J. M. Garcia

minor corrections.

On the Job.

libraries contain about 30 books each,
and will be, sent to any school in the
state for a limited period providing
the the school pays transportation
both

The Curry county assessor In
newspapers of Clovis is carrying a ways.
big advertisement giving the dates at
which he will be in every precinct in
Liquor Co. Incorporates.
the county for the purpose of making
The Palace Liquor company has
his 1M4 assessment.
filed incorporation papers with the
The
state corporation commission.
Hasn't Repaid It.
headquarters of the concern are at
V. W. Beeman, of Eddy county, one Raton, and Adolph F. Witzel is the
of the commissioners, was unwitting- statutory agent. The capital stock is
ly given credit for an act, which he given as $23,000, divided into $50
did not perform in this paper last shares. The Incorporators and the
week. Mr, Beeman was in the city to amount of stock held by each is as
attend the commissioners meeting, follows: A. F. Wilzel, Raton, 49
Raton, one
and told the New Mexican that hejshares; Annie W'ltzel,
had not paid back the money the conn-- share; Daniel Fuelscher, Denver, Col.,
tv had paid for a telephone in his res- u0 snares.
Bank Capital Increased.
idenCj, and did not intend to do so,
The McKinley county bank today
nor did the other commissioners intend to refund it. The New Mexican filed an amendment to its articles of
had stated a few days ago following incorporation, increasing the capital
T. M. Quebedeaux,
the receipt of the report of the treas- stock to $50,000.
urer of Eddy county that a refund of at Gallup, is the agent for the bank.
$30.30 which was turned in by Mr The former capitalization was $30,000.
Beeman was probably his telephone
bill which he had repaid. Mr. Bee FIRST MOTOR USED BY
WRIGHTS LEFT TO MUSEUM.
man snys that the amount repaid alIe Mans, France, Dec. 1ft. The first
though the same amount as his telephone bill, was in reality a refund on motor used by the late Wilbur Wright
of aviation fame has been left to the
,
his recent trip to Chicago.
museum at I.e Mans by Leon Bolles,
a French automobile and areoplane
Money For the States.
Under existing law, 25 per cent of constructor, who recently died.
Mr. Bolles also left to the museum
the gross receipts from the forests Is
paid over to the states by the federal numerous important documents and
government for the benefit of county models relating to the early history ot
schools and roads. An additional 10 the automobile and the aeroplane.
1
-

McClintock

&

Wright

Trunks,

Xmas Boxes,

Suit Cases,

Collar Bags,

Traveling Sets,

Cuff Links,

Traveling Bags,

Scarf Pins,

Military Brush Sets,

Imported Neckties,

Neckwear Sets,

Two-ton- e

Silk Hose,

Hosiery Sets,

Silk Underwear,

Initial Handkerchiefs,

Silk Scarfs,

Suspenders,

Silk Pajamas,

Garters, Arm Bands,

Auto

Bath Robes,

Dents' Gloves,

Mackanaws,

Shoes,

Serge Suits,

Knox & Stetson Hats,

Overcoats,
Raincoats,

Jersey Sweaters,
Sweater Coats,

Overshoes,

White Dress Vests,

Umbrellas,

Ed. V. Price Clothes,

WZF

Gauntlets,

Store Open Every Night

MCCLINTOCK & WRIGHT
HEADQUARTERS

FOR

HOLIDAY

GIFTS

USEFUL 6HRISTMAS GIFT,
ON THIS SALE NEVER GROW OLD !
They were THE BEST GIFTS LAST YEAR
H

will be THE BEST THIS YEAR and

they

for all years to come

!

Snmpf hi nor tr wpar malrps tho IHRAI CHRISTMAS HIFTS for evrv member of the familv. no matter what their age or posi- -tion in life. Especially do Ladies appreciates something to wear, and at thi store, with our immense stock and pleasing selec:
i
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t uj. sue
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FUR

H

We are Ready in Every Retail

Cold weather demands warm clothes, and nothing gives
more comfort than FURS. We have a splendid lot of
FUR SETS to choose from and at many prices.

A New Dress
No matter if she has a dozen dresses, a new one is always
NOVELTY WEAVES IN SILKS AND
just as welcome. colors.
Beautiful tones of

t:

Ladies' Sweaters

it

They are so handy for
coasting, riding or strolling.
wearmotoring, skating,
We have a big selection in many colors and styles at the

Coats and Balkan Styles.

out-of-do- or

BIG STORE.

x

the most

WOOLS in many
favored shades are here in bounteous array.

for the Host of Xmas Shoppers
The selection of a suitable Xmas Gift for a Man or
a Boy is an easy proposition at this storea Suit, a
Top Coat, an Overcoat or Trousers, a Hat, Cap
Tie, Suspenders, Shoes, Shirts, an opportunity open
for you. Selecting your Fall Suit will be the work
of but a few moments, Sir, when you see our Xmas

Hart Schaff ner

&

Marx

SUITS, with a $5.00 Stetson Hat free to go with it.
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HOT HART SCHAFFNER
THEHUB

5 MARX

THE DIG CTAIDC
JUL DU JIVrtL

N.SALMON
SANTA FE.
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